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Governor signs bill to
increase dropout age to 18
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Essay winners announced
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
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FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- Gov. Steve Beshear has signed a bill
into law that will allow school boards to increase the mandatory
school age in their districts from 16 to 18.
If more than 55 percent of districts raise the
dropout age to 18, then all of Kentucky's
remaining districts must follow suit within four
years, according to the law.
Proponents say the law - if enacted statewide
- would prevent some 6,000 Kentucky teens
from quitting school early each year. Fifteen
other states require students to stay in school
'until they're legal adults.
"We all know the statistics: High school gradtes are more likely to be employed,earn highBeshear
s, live longer and raise healthier, bettereducated children." Beshear said before he signed the bill on
Monday. "They're also less likely to be teen parents, commit
crimes or rely on government health care and other assistance."
The law is a compromise engineered by Sen. David Givens, RGreensburg, after years of heated debate among lawmakers.
Givens took a proposal that gave individuid school districts complete discretion over the dropout age and added a twist that made
it acceptable to Beshear and many Democrats who wanted the
dropout age to rise statewide. That twist called for the dropout
age to rise statewide after 55 percent of school districts sign on.
First Lady Jane Beshear. a major proponent of the bill, said
-school districts are prepared for the change. She said alternative.
schools and specialized programs are in place to educate students who stay th school because of the.law.
"It's a huge step." she said. "We'll continue to work with the
Department of Education and community partners to ensure that
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Committee picks
King Alexander
for LSU president
A search committee recommended former Murray State
University President Dr. E King Alexander be named the next
president-chancellor of Louisiana .State University in Baton
Rouge, La.. Monday. according to The Advocate newspaper in
Baton Rouge.
The Advocate said Alexander was identified
as the lone finalist of the LSU Board of
Supervisors. Alexander is currently president at
Cal State University•in Long Beach.
Alexander was president at MSU from 200105. This followed a tenure of his father, Kern,
from 1994 to 2001. Kern Alexander also served
as interim president in 2(X)6 prior to current
MSU president Dr. Randy Dunn being named to
that position. The MSU Board of Regents voted
Alexander
7-4 not to renew Dunn's contract Friday.
The Advocate said that, if Alexander accepts,
he will be heading to LSU at a time when the university is undergoing a top-to-bottom reorganization. It was reported that the
LSU board voted last year to move away from its current model
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On top, pictured front row
from left to right are winners
Melody
Sheets,
Claire
Thurmond, Jace Kelso and
Taylor Johnson. In the back
from left to right are winners
and teachers Hope Foster,
Katherine
Renick, Max
Crofton, Devin Miller, Morgan
Moredock, Kellye Steele and
Robin Simmons. Balk:Ions
were released after the ceremony in McReynold's honor.

Tuesday: Mostly sunny.
Highs in the lower 50s West
winds 10 to 15 mph
Tuesday night: Partly
cloudy in the eviring then
becoming mostly cloudy. A 30

Murray
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percent chance of rain showers or snow showers Lows in
Northwest
the lower 30s
winds 5 mph
Wednesday: Mostly sunny
Highs in
the
mid 40s
Northwest winds 5 to 10 mph
Gusts up to 25 mph in the
afternoon
Wednesday night: Mostly
clear Lows in the mid 20s
Thursday: Partly sunny with
a 20 percent chance of rain
and snow Highs in the lower
40s
Thursday night: Mostly
cloudy with a 30 percent
chance of snow Lows around
30
Friday: Partly sunny with a
20 percent chance of rain and
snow Highs in the mid 40s

Staff Writer

President Barack Obama's recently
released plan to reduce gun violence has
many goals that might or might not be
implemented, including increasing mental
health services to children across the country. Whatever happens with the plan,
Murray State University's counseling program is already doing what it can to make
sure as many children as possible have
access to those services.
On Jan. 16, the Obama Administration
released a document called "Now Is the
Time: The President's plan to protect our
children and our communities by reducing
gun violence.- The plan covers a variety of
areas, but its four main points are:"Closing
background check loopholes to keep guns
out of dangerous hands; banning militarystyle assault weapons and high-capacity
magazines, and taking other common-sense

steps to reduce gun violence; making schools
safer: and increasing access
to mental health services."
Under the heading of
improving mental health
services, the plan states that
currently, "less than half of
children and adults with
diagnosable mental health
problems receive the treatBakes
ment they need. While the
vast majority of Americans' with a mental
illness are not violent, several recent mass
shootings have highlighted how some cases
of mental illness can develop into crisis situations if individuals do not receive proper
treatment. We need to do more than just
keep guns out of the hands of people with
serious mental illness; we need to identify
mental health issues early and help individuals get the treatment they need before these
dangerous situations develop."

Dr. Alan Bakes, coordinator for the counseling program at MSU, said the program
was reorganized in 2010, preceding
Obama's plan.
"We're really excited that what we've
already been doing will fit nicely with these
new proposals that are coming out,",Bakes
said. "Basically, a few years ago, we started
changing our program, and we've adopted'
the national CACREP (Council for
Accreditation of Counseling and Related
Educational Programs) standards. We
adopted those national standards because
those standards were used in the shaping of
Kentucky's licensure law, and the state has
adopted those standards. So we changed our
program to be able to meet those standards,
and we're working toward our accreditation."
Part of that process included changing the

•See Page 2

Par* Board tours Bee Creek building
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
It appears the anticipation of the
opening of the new concessions
building at the Bee Creek soccer
complex in Murray was justified.
Monday, during a tour MurrayCalloway County Park Board
members took of the new facility,
it was reported that the official
debut of the building during this
past weekend's annual Revolution
Soccer Tournament cotild not have
gone better.
"What we were hearing from
people that used it was that it was
so nice and things were clean and
kept up. Well, they ran out of food
by noon on the first day and had to
restock, that's how much people
Parks
said
liked
it,"
Superintendent Tab Brockman.
"There are a lot of people to thank
for that, a lot of people."
The new building replaces a
smaller, less modern structure that
was destroyed in a February 2012
fire. That forced activities at Bee
Creek to go without a permanent
concessions area for a full year.

II See Page 2

JOHN WRIGHT r Ledger E. Times

Murray-Calloway County Parks Director Tab Brockman (far left) speaks to members of the
Murray-Calloway County Park Board Monday during a tour of the new concessions building
at the Bee Creek soccer complex. The facility made its debut Saturday during the annual
Revolution Tournament to rave reviews.
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MSU counseling program addresses children's mental health
By HAWKINS TEAGUE

Staff Report

VGATs169'

An evening with friends, family and loved ones concluded
with nearly 100 balloon(
released into the Calloway:
night sky - every balloon drifting in Steve McReynolds'.
name.
In the memory of the late
McReynolds, the 6th Annual
Essay Contest and Awards
Program honored Bro. John
Dale, former pastor of Glendale
Road Church of Christ, and
nine selected essay winner&
from both Calloway anZ
Murray school districts through
one of the pillars of Character
Counts - respect.
Following a family dinner
and an invocation by Donna
Herndon, Alpha Department
member of the Murray
Woman's Club, Dale humbly
thanked his supporters and
spoke about his connection
with McReynolds. who tragically died in a car accident in
July 2007.
After settling down in the
region, Dale said McReynolds
was one of the first people he

Associated Press
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III Essay winners...

LSU...
From Front

From Front

Johnson. second place - fax
Kelso and first place - Claire
Thurmond.
Winners in the middle school
division (sixth through eighth)
were third place - Melody
Sheets, second place - Katherine
Renick and first place - Morgan
Moredock.
Recipients in the high school
division (freshman through seniors) were third place - Max
Crofton, second place Devin
Miller and first place - Landon
Fike.
Johnson and Miller chose to
share their pieces with the
crowd, while Fike's entry was
read aloud by Mike Dale, son of
John and Marsha Dale and a
presiding
attorney
in
Clarksville, Tenn.
First place winners were
awarded $100, second place
were awarded $75 and third
place winners received $50 for
their prize-winning entries.
Sponsors included the Alpha
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, the Steve
McReynolds
Family,. the
Character Counts Coalition, The
Murray Ledger & Times and
Mayfield Printing, Inc.

of separate, autonomous cammet, loving him almost immedipuses in favor of a consolidated,/
ately.
"flagship," organized under the
"To be named on the ,same
main campus in Baton Rouge.
program as Steve McReynolds.
LSU is made up of the main as far as I'm concerned is one
,
campus, a law school and agri- of the highest honors that anycultural center, as well as aca- body could ever receive," Dale
demic campuses in Alexandria, said. "You didn't have to walk
Eunice and Shreveport. There is around egg shells with Steve
also health sciences centers in because he accepted you just the
New Orleans and Shreveport, way you are."
along with 10 public hospitals
Dale continued to speak, disand related outpatient clinics cussing the respect between his
around the state.
wife and his children, the conAlexander will replace John tinued respect developing withLombardi, who was fired in in the community and what
April, The Advocate said, respect meant to him as an indiadding that he was dismissed by vidual.
the board in a 12-4 vote after
For him, he said respect is one
engaging clashes with legisla- of the highest honors someone
tors and administrators with can bestow on others.
JOHN WRIGHT! Ledger & Times
-Respect is ,what we can do,
Gov. Bobby Jindal's office over
LaCosta Hayes (right) takes an order from one customers as others are shown
Saturday near
even when we can't do other
university finances.
the window of the concession building at the Bee Creek soccer complex in
Murray. This weekWilliam Jenkins has been things," Dale said. "We can
end marked the first time the building was used for concessions since it was
constructed after serving as interim
system presi- respect ourselves, we can gain
afire last year destroyed a building used for similar purposes
dent since Lombardi was dis- the respect of others who are
missed. The new president is respectful people, and we can
expected to begin serving at help others develop it by setting
LSU in late June or early July, an example in their presence."
Winners in the elementary
said KSLA-TV in Shreveport.
ing, board members handled Cherry. who told the board that
From Front
KSLA added that officials school division (third through
quite a few items of business. the way the committee wants to merged the positions of system fifth) were third place - Taylor
.
"i ye been dying
to show it which included the passage of help make this,happen is by
both president and chancellor to
off," said Steve Wilhelm, presi- three motions.
seeking grants and offering a revamp the Baton Rouge camdent of the Murray-Calloway
The first was to approve a pro- package of an American flag pus in October 2012 with that
County Soccer Association and posal from the Program
and a plaque honoring a loved decision re-approved in January
working with their students and
a board member."Honestly, I've Committee to pursue a fundraisFrom Front
one for $50 to the public with after an issue arose that the
being able to meet their day-tobeen out here since the night of ing drive to purchase wheelthe flags being displayed on cer- October vote had violated graduate program from a 36-hour day needs
and help them to estabthat fire, and what I did, I did for chair-accessible playground and
tain holidays where flags are Louisiana's open meetings law.
program to • a 48-hour program. lish those coping strategies and
this park and for soccer."
picnic equipment for Central displayed.
which Bakes said is significantly skills.
Brockman said an official rib- Park.
In addition, the board also
higher
than most programs of its
"Middle school is also a really
bon cutting for the concessions
"We want to create a way to approved the drafting of
kind. A 600-hour internship was volatile time jam because of the
a new
building is planned for the near get more people to the park who
mandatory helmet policy for the
also added to the required 150- natural developmental stages that
future.
From Front
have never been here before. We Lions Club Communi
hour practicum. making for a total kids are going through trying to
ty Skate
**
also want to show this is a park Park in Central
of
750 supervised hours in the identify themselves and trying to
Park.
all
Kentucky
children receive a
Once at the Commerce Center for all of the people," said comfield. Bakes said the focus .has figure out who they are. Peers are
' Due to continued violations, quality education."
for their regular monthly meet- mittee
chairperson
Linda these new guidelines were
The law isn't without detrac- also shifted to a more clinical becoming very important. so
deemed necessary and call for tors. Rep. Ben Waide. R- focus, meaning that students spe- there's a lot of things that they're
violators to receive reprimands Madisonville. argued adamantly cializing in school counseling just naturally going to be exposed
ranging from a verbal warning against the nfeasure earlier in have to take several mental health to. So having a counselor in the
• The Calloway County St. and a public hearing for a
•
school who is sensitive to that and
on the first offense to banish- the legislative session. He courses.
Board of Elections will meet preliminary plat review for a
Bakes said school counkling is able to work with them and
ment
from
the
warned
park
colleague
until
s
further
that
they
at 9 a.m. Wednesday in the Jimmy
uniquely focused on wellness and address those needs as they are
John's
Gourmet
notice on the fourth offense. A would be forcing schools to deal
office of Calloway County Sandwiches
prevention. He said that over the occurring in a proactive and
commercial
sign
with
showing
students who may be "vioan image of a helClerk Ray Coursey Jr. on the PDP at 201 and 203 North
last few years, he has seen shifts responsive way instead of having
met will also be constructed out- lent offenders, beating up other
second floor of the Calloway 12th St. and 1204 Olive St.
in Kentucky district by district in to react to the crises. That is one of
students and beatingr up teach- how school
side the skating/biking area.
County Courthouse in down• The Murray Board of
counselors are uti- the things that we are trying to
Also, the board unanimously ers."
town Murray. Agenda items Zoning Adjustments will meet
lized. A few districts are allowing instill in our students, is developSen. John Schickel, R-Union. counselors to spend more
approved the hiring of Clifton
will include old business and at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday in
time ing the skills, the mental health
new business.
City Hall. There will be public "Bud" Drane as new fill-in park had similar concerns.
working one-on-one with students competencies, so they can recog"Our teachers are really chal- who have social and/or emotional'
• The Murray Planning hearings for conditional use
ranger. He will replace Randy
niie and address those things."
Commission will meet at 5 permit requests to allow outWyatt. who was just recently lenged now with our classroom issues, while 'other' distrietS are
The Obama Administration's
p.m. Tuesday in the council door storage of merchandise
hired to that position but has had environment." he said on the bringing in mental health profes- plan lists several mental
healthchambers on the second at Friendly's Liquor Wine &
to resign due to a change in job Senate floor earlier this month. sionals to visit the schools' more related recommendations, includfloor of City Hall. There will Beer at 401 Sycamore St.; status with his full-time position "I'm fearful it's going to be a regularly. Bakes said school
coun- ing the following:
be final plat reviews for the for the Night Owl at 1413 at another place of
employment. disruption for students who are selors are extremely important
• Reach 750,0(X) yot4.
— people
Arbor Creek subdivision Olive Blvd. and for a Jimmy
Brockman
said
Wyatt there to learn. A lot of rank-and- because they can build relation- through programs to identify menlocated at 1674 KY 121 North John's Gourmet Sandwiches
expressed great regret in having file teachers in :ay districts have ships with students and help refer tal illness early and refer them to
and a proposed residential commercial PDP at 201 and
them to professional help when treatment, which would include
to resign. However, Brockman concerns about it, as do I."
planned development (PDP) 203 north 12th St. and 1204
needed. The earlier that emotional providing "Mental Health First
said
Drane
became
an
easy
on Lowes Drive. There will Olive St. There will also be. a
problems can be identified in a Aid" training for teachers and
choice
because
he
was
readily
also be an advisory meeting Compatibility hearing for a
child, the better. Bakes said.
making sure students with signs of
available and had previously
for a proposed residential proposed residential PDP
"As children go through the mental illness get referred to treatachieved
familiarit
y
with
the
PDP east of 1300 North 16th east of 1300 North 16th St.
school system. they're maturing ment.
Safety Committee.
By ASSOCIATED PRESS
and they're going through the
•Support individuals ages .16-25
PIGEON FORGE,Tenn.(API developmental process." Bakes at high
risk for mental illness.
— A wildfire burning in a resort said."When they are younger and
• Help schools address pervaMore
area outside the Great Smoky experiencing challenges and life sive
violence.
Mountains National Park in circumstances and .environmental
1.1
• Train more than 5,(XX) addi.7han
eastern Tennessee has damaged challenges. it is easier to catch tional
eXivirtg
mental health professionals
or destroyed nearly 60 large those and work with them and to
serve students and young
rental cabins and is threatening give them the tools to deal with it adults.
•Private and Semi-Private Rooms
•
additional homes.
than it is at an older age. So ele• Launch a national conversaAvailable
The 145-acre fire was first mentary school counselors can
tion to increase understanding
•Medication Administration
reported around 5 p.m. EDT play a really important role in
about mental health.
Sunday in Sevier County, said
•24 Hour Supervision
Ben Bryson, a fire resources
•Financial Assistance Available
coordinator with the Tennessee
Division of Forestry. National
Guard helicopters were pouring Staff Report
no major traffic problems
water on the fire.
Local authorities reported resulted from that.
Although the fire was initially
very minor issues that arose
The power outage happened at
contained Monday morning. from heavy
of Murray LLC
rains and wind that about
6 a.m. and ended about an
officials with the Tennessee
moved through the MurrayEmergency
hour later.
Management Calloway
County area late
Agency reported in the afterThe
Calloway
County
Sunday
into
Monday morning.
505
Dr., Murray • www.fernterrace.com
itga
noon that the fire breached the
Sheriff's
Office
reported
also
A
few
traffic
signals
in the
containment and was threatenthat water was running over
ing an additional 15 to 20 city required manual four-way
steps after a power outage Brinn Road near Ky. 80 after a
homes.
(laid,. Clean. A('ertifierf Grecati
caused
those signals to stop backup developed in a culvert.
Some of the cabins were occupied and about 150 to 2130 peo- working properly. Murray This did not require a road clople were evacuated, but Byson police reported that these issues sure. though. the sheriff's office
said no injuries were reported.
were repaired rather quickly and said.
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Wendy Cain

Obituaries

Ethics Commission: Farmer ..
committed 42 violations
,

Wendy Cain,62,of Cadiz, Ky., died Thursday, March 14, 2013. in
Trigg County.
Michael Paschall
Ms. Cain had worked as a certified nursing assistant at Shady
f.
Michael Paschall, 58, of Murray, Ky., died Monday, March 18, Lawn Nursing Home in Cadiz.
a
FINLEY
OEN
By
Hospital.
..
Arrangements are
2013, at Murray-Calloway County
She was preceded in death by her father, Wayne William Miller; Associated Press
incomplete at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The Executive Branch Ethics''
mother, Rita Miller; one sister, Maureen Gardone; and one foster
Commission on Monday charged former agriculture commissioner':
son, Stanley Paul Baxter.
Ova 'Nell' Thorn
She is survived by one daughter, Lack Thurman and husband, Richie Fanner with a record 42 ethics violations, saying the onetimet
Elva "Nell" Thorn, 80, of Hardin, Ky., died at 1:15 p.m. Sunday, Barry, of Cadiz; three sons, Jimmy Fallucco and wife, Diana, of college basketball star misused state funds and state employees
4
fc,...r
March 17, 2013, at Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Middlebounie, W. Va., Ray William "Tiny" Powers and wife, while in office.
..0
•
thati
Press
The
told
Associated
True,
Guthrie
J.
attorney'
Farmer's
Nashville, Tenn. Arrangements are incomplete at Collier Funeral Vickie, of Murray and Bucko Baxter, of Cadiz; foster daughter,
Farmer acted appropriately and ethically during his eight-year stint
Phyllis Ann Matheny,of Baltimore, Md.; foster son, Charlie Baxter,
Home, Benton.
IIi
as agriculture commissioner, which ended in 2011.
of Bridgeport, W. Va.; five sisters, Rita Crusan, of Cheswick, Pa.,
The mountain of charges include accusations that Farmer gave ,
Dianne Fox, of Cheswick, Pa., Dorreen Keller, of Creighton. Pa., jobs to friends, had state employees build a basketball court on his:
Laverne (Tootle) Mills
Yvonne Beach, of Cheswick, Pa., and Lone Miller, of Cheswick, property and .gave state-purchased laptops to his family members.:
Laverne (Toone) Mills, 83, of Murray, Ky., died at 1:45 p.m.
five grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.
Pa.;
One charge alleges he spent more than $30,000 to take visiting agri- :
Sunday. March 17, 2013, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
no
be
services.
will
There
1
culture
„
commissioners to Churchill Downs to gamble.
She was born Feb. 22, 1930, in Calloway County, to the late Lee
4
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
directed department ,
Farmer
alleges
charges
oddest
the
of
One
and Ozella (Bradley) Mills.
Wendy Cain Memorial Fund, do FNB Bank, P.O. Box 500, Cadiz, employees "to chauffeur the family dog from the kentucky State:
Miss Mills was a member of Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
KY 42211. Arrangements are being handled by Goodwin Funeral Fair (in Louisville) to Farmer's home in Frankfort." Farmer also .
She is survived by one sister, Frankie Lax and husband, John,
allegedly kept for himself guns, knives and watches that his office'
Inc., Cadiz.
Home,
Murray; one nephew,Tim Lax and wife, Renee,of Murray; and one
bought as gifts for agriculture commissioners from other states,
great-nephew, Jordan Lax, of Murray.
to the commission.
according
(The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more ofthe
Funeral services will be held at 1:30 p.m. Wednesday, March 20,
not seen misuse of office at this level in the nearly nine.
have
"We
and
the
by
Ledger
set
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum
2013, at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with the Rev. Carl
commisA fee has been paid for additional publishing or years I've been with the commission." John R. Steffen, the
policy.
Times
Butler and the Rev. William B. Miller officiating. Burial will follow
sion's executive director, told reporters. "We've not seen anything
space.)
in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery. Friends may visit from 5-8 p.m.
that compares to this abuse of public trust and abuse of public
office. And that sums up what these 42 counts indicate more than
Tuesday, March 19, 2013, at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
.
anything."
f.
Home.
Steffen saa.42 counts is the largest number the commission has'
Serving as pallbearers will be Dale Spencer, Johnny Williams,
ever issued at one time, far surpassing Are last record of 16.
Steve Knott, David Kimbro, Kenneth Lax and Tim Lax.
.
Farmer, a beloved former basketball player who was part Of the
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
University of Kentucky's basketball team dubbed the
Arrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman & York
"Unforgettables," faces a $5,000 fine for each count.
.
.,
Funeral Home.
Town concerned about dirty post office
Seven employees who worked with Farmer also face ethics
somecan
mail
the
Delivering
—
(AP)
This is a paid obituary.
Ky.
FLEM1NG-NEON,
charges.
times be a dirty job, but for one eastern Kentucky town, dropping
True said his office has 20 days to file a written response.
it off shouldn't be.
Emma Bryan Orr Newton
"Obviously. I'm very disappointed to see the ethics commission,.
Officials in Fleming-Neon say the town's post office is a "dishas charged him with anything and particularly disappointed in the ,
Funeral services for Emma Bryan Orr Newton,75,of Murray, Ky.,
grace" and one official called it "just dirty." They want the facility
number of charges that have been issued," Guthrie said.
will be held at 4 p.m. Tuesday, March 19, 20.13, at Ferguson Springs cleaned up and have threatened to call U.S. Rep. Hal Rogers(RThe charges come nearly a year after a scathing state audit characwill
Conner
Baptist Church in Hardin. James Keeling and Howard
Ky,) if nothing is done about it.
the agriculture department under Farmer as "a toxic culture ,
terized
Springs
Ferguson
at
follow
will
Interment
officiate.
...Mayor Susan Polls told The Mountain Eagle that if the post
The ethics commission and auditor have turned over
entitlement."
of
Cemetery. Visitation will be held after 2 p.m. on office isn't cleaned up after a new post master is appointed, she'll
their reports to law enforcement agencies, including the FBI and •
Tuesday at the church.
contact Rogers and the Postal Service.
attorney general's office. Farmer has not been charged with any
Mrs. Newsome died Sunday, March 17, 2013, at
Postal Service spokesman David Walton says the manager for
crime.
her home.
operations at the facility has been notified of the complaints.
After the release of the auditor's report last year, True told the AP
Hours have been reduced recently at t
She was born May 34-1937, in Murray and gradthat Farmer's standing as an athlete meant he often.received the
uated from Hardin High School in 1955. She was a
gifts, including a free load of concrete to build a basketball court at
Police investigating death of woman in jail
member of Ferguson Springs Baptist Church.
Farmer's home.
LONDON, Ky.(AP) — Police in southern Kentucky are investiShe was preceded in death by her parents,
True said Fanner received ..the perks mentioned in the audit
while she was incarceratMilburn Clay Orr and Eufaula Arnett Orr; one gating the death of a 28-year-old woman
because of his status as a basketball icon, not as a politician.
Emma Newton
County Detention Center.
"Those people. as we know in our culture, all across the nation but. _
daughter, Kim Newton; two brothers, David Arnett ed at the Laurel
County Coroner Darren Kilburn told The
Laurel
Deputy
particularly here, they're celebrities," True said last year. "They're,
Orr and Clay Edwin Orr; and one stepson, R.T: Newton.
Advocate-Messengerthat autopsy results for Cortney Beldon
idols in many respects. And so I think what the auditors.
somewhat
Newton,
"Tommy"
She is survived by her husband, Ben Thomas
Hensley of Danville should be available within a week.
to recognize is that much of what he received along•
failed
probably
of
George,
husband,
and
Gartman
Nell
of Murray; one daughter,
A jail staff member found Hensley "in distress" on March 9 after these lines don't have anything to do With Richie Famer, commisKyle,Texas; one son, Robert C. Newton, of Dallas, Texas; one step- she had been held for six days on charges of obtaining a controlled
sioner of agriculture. They have to do with Richie Farmer, No. 32.'
daughter, Glee Mikus of Wisconsin; one stepson, John Newton of substance without a doctor's prescription.
.
Richie Farmer, a member of the Unforgettables."
Florida; three grandchildren; four stepgrandchildren; three greatOfficials unsuccessfully tried to revive her; Hensley was proremains
County
Clay
impoverished
from
athlete
homegrown
The
grandchildren and three stepgreat-grandchildren.
nounced dead at St. Joseph Medical Center in London.
one of the biggest names for fans of one of the country's most suer
to
donations
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of
Citing medical privacy laws, officials declined to further elabocessful college basketball programs. His jersey hangs in the rafters
Ferguson Springs Cemetery Fund or to the Gideons. Imes-Miller rate on the nature of Hensley's health problems.
of Rupp Arena alongside those of Don. Issel. Pat Riley. Kenny:.
Funeral Home is charge of arrangements.
Walker and Sam Bowie.
Farmer had been a rising star within the Kentucky GOP until a.
unsuccessful run for lieutenant governor on a ticket with•
2011
Nancy Whitnell Milligan
state Senate President David Williams. They lost overRepublican
Nancy Whitnell Milligan, 89, of Denver,Colo., died Monday, Feb.
whelmingly to incumbent Democratic Gov. Steve Beshear. in part
25, 2013.
.
because of the brewing scandal.
She was born in Murray, Ky., Nov. 4, 1923. She was the first
Guthrie said Farmer continues to sell cars.
"Miss Murray State" elected by the student body in 1942. In 1942,
"I spoke to him today and he's out on the road working and husshe left Murray to work for the U.S. Air Force at
tling," Guthrie said.
,
Wright Field, Dayton Ohio.
In addition to charging Farmer, the ethics commission issued an
In 1950, she married Stephen Ensner. After they
advisory -opinion stating that employees must report suspected
moved from Pakistan to Denver, Colo., she and
ethics violations. W. David Denton. the commission's chair, told,
Stephen were divorced. In 1965, she married
reporters that state workers can no longer claim "the Nuremberg*
.
defense" of merely following orders.
Charles Milligan, a professor at the Iliff School of Theology in
Department',
the
in
commissioner
deputy
current
a
Nations
Harper.
United
Bruce
the
of
director
Denver. She became the executive
of Agriculture, faces three counts of ethics violations, the commis-:
Association in Colorado.
Harper tried to prevent a political .
She was preceded in death by one sister, Constance Montfort, of
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times sion said. One charge alleges that
a $3,000 fine for violating..
pay
to
having
from
contributor
San Francisco, Calif.; and one brother, James B. Whitnell, of New Danielle Schwettman (left) and Michelle Hansen each carries
law.
grain
Kentucky's
Orleans, La.
a load of items to the Angel's Attic Thrift Store truck they
Chris Parsons and George "Doug" Begley. former inspectors for •
She is survived by four children,.Mark, David, Constance and manned Saturday during the 90th Make a Difference Day
department. each face five counts, including allegations that
the
Timothy; two grandchildren, four stepgrandchildren; and one broth- activity at Murray State University.
they falsified timesheets for work they didn't do, according toer, Fred Whitnell, of Murray.
_
authorities.
at
left
be
may
condolences
Online
William E. Mobley. a former special assistant, faces two counts,:
http://storkfamilymortuary.com. Arrangements were handled by
which allege that he falsified his timesheets.
Stork Family Mortuary in Colorado.
Steven C. Mobley. a former director of marketing and agribusiStaff Report
)
ness recruitment, is accused of falsifying the timesheets of his broth-'
•
Mobley.
William
er
a
Make
of
edition
Ella May Colister
City of Murray Mayor Bill Wells said the 90th
Saturday.
success
be
a
will
again
once
Ky.,
was
Murray,
Difference Day
Funeral services for Ella May Colister, 80, of
Speaking Monday. Wells said 398 cars went through the checkheld at 10 a.m. Tuesday, March 19, 2013, at J.H. Churchill Funeral
at the parking lot of Roy Stewart Stadium on the Murray State
point
will
services
Graveside
officiate.
will
Saywell
Bob
Home.The Rev.
campus.
be held at 2 p.m. on Tuesday at Spring Hill Cemetery, Nashville, University
ol
Prims a% of
of this particular edition, he said, was the presence
feature
big
A
Tenn. Visitation was held from 5-8 p.m. Monday, March 18, 2013,
IniNitio.• on March IS. 2013
to utilize for the
able
were
1854
visitors
Since
that
shredder
Investments
papei
large
a
of
•
at the funeral home.
disposal of old documents and other information that could become
Mrs. Colister died Tuesday, March 12, 2013, at Murray-Calloway
fodder for identity thieves. Saturday, three tons of paper was shred10.91 + 0.15
HopFed Bank*
County Hospital.
Dow Jones Ind. Axg. —14,449.47- 64.64
ded, which amounted to three-fourths of a ton per hour for the fourShe
1932.
18,
May
Ohio,
Columbus,
1.67
Mrs. Colister was born in
88.85- 1.32
Air Products
hour event.
she
and
Murray
of
Church
Methodist
United
First
was a member of
...............21.23 - 0.15
Intel
454.50 + 10.81
Wells also noted that 1,000 ink jet cartridges were collected
Apple
was retired from Briggs & Stratton.
11.64 + 0.02
Saturday. This went along with other booths that accepted old pre.
Kroger
0.30
•
16.13
AT&T, Inc.
In addition to her parents, Raymond and Martha Johnson scription medication, glass bottles, used motor oil, clothing, books,
41.77 - 0.36
--.—
—
Mattel
-0.27
10.71
BB&T
Spillman, she was preceded in death by her husband, Linn Carl eyeglasses, old batteries, newspapers. aluminum cans and other
• 1.10
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...........
McDonalds
12.55 • 0.02
Bank of America
Colister who died June 1, 2006; two sisters, Edith Carver and Mary recyclable materials that otherwise would be discarded, never to
Merck .......—.....................43.63 - 0.46
24.77 + 0.03
Briggs & Stratton
serve a purpose.
Cann; and one brother, Jack McCauley.
-0.07
18.117 - 0.09
Bristol Myers Squibb
Make a Difference Day was started in 1995 when Wells, then
She is survived by one daughter, Mary Layton, of Murray; two
District Family
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+
Murray
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Timothy
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Tenn.,
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Corp
Texaco
Brunton and wife, Hope, of Melford, Kan.; two sisters, Ruth Parr Resource Center, and
Chexron
who was directing the Calloway County Schools Family
27.99
0.03
Inc
Pfizer,
and husband, Dick, of Westerville, Ohio and Betty Shade, of cate
•
59.79
1.09
Daimler Chrysler
Resource Center, co-founded the event to give the community a
Columbus, Ohio; two brothers, Carl McCauley and wife, Chieco, of
0.09
8.27
Financial
Regions
18.60 + 0.20Dean Foods
chance to join a recycling campaign. This also gave agencies in the
Columbus, Ga., and Raymond Spillman and wife, Donna. of
+
;2.02 0.23
Sears Holding Corp
88.73- 0.64
Exxon-Mobil
community a chance to benefit through the donations.
Columbus, Ohio; 17 grandchildren and eight great-grandchildren.
I
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9
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6.20;
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The 91st edition of Make a Difference
13.28 .0.17 Time Warner
Ford Motor
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- p.m. May 18 at the Stewart lot.
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The following are editorials from other Kentucky
newspapers (*ring opinions about issue of importance to the Commonwealth.
Daily News
Bowling Green, Ky.
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•

On border security: The apprehension of a Nepalese man
ho tried to cross our southern border illegally last November near McAllen, Texas, makes the very unsettling point that
border security could be a life and death matter for our citizens.
The man in question was found to be infected with a particularly
deadly strain of tuberculosis known as XDR. which can be almost
untreatable.
This strain is resistant to the two most powerful drugs used to
treat TB as well as some of the second tier drugs used to treat this
illness.
•
Only a few generations ago. TB was considered fatal. Treatment
options involving-a Combination of drugs seemed to have brought
this scourge under control until recently.
Regretfully.. because of substandard medical treatment in some
parts of the world, we are seeing the emergence of a very dangerous mutated strain.
This strain had only been seen once before in this country prior to
last November.
It is gratifying that the Nepalese man was apprehended and placed
in quarantine. but the great unknown is how many more similarly
infected individuals may have slipped across the border undetected.
Border security is certainly better now than it was a few years
ago. but the real question should be is it good enough.
The fact our border is still more porous than it should be is cerjainly not lost on the likes of al-Qaida. Are terrorist- sleeper cells
here already that used this entry point?
For the health and safety; of our citizens, border security must be
an integral part of needed immigration reform.
There is another reason found in the U.S. Constitution that in our
judgment has received far too little attention.
Article 4. section 4 states that "The United States shall guarantee
to every state in this Union a Republican Form of Government and
shall protec t each of them against invasion."
It is not much of a stretch to suggest that when millions of
immigrants enter our country contrary to our laws, it rises to the
level of an invasion.
The News-Enterprise
Elizabethtown, Ky.
On automatic budget cuts furloughs: Many private sector firms have swallowed furloughs to cut expenses. One of
the benefits, some budget minders' say, is spreading the burden across all employees and avoiding layoffs.
The state followed suit in 2010, saving $24 million by furloughing employees for six days. Last year. Kentucky court workers were
furloughed three days. saving $1.2 million.
And since)wtomatic budget cuts kicked in this month, multiple
federal agencies are looking to slash their costs with furloughs. Just
at Fort Knox, about 7.000 Department of Defense employees are
facing up to 22 furlough days.
But time after time, furloughs p rove ineffecjive. Many private
sector companies that furlough one year have found themselves in
no better shape the next year. The savings are not sustainable and
furloughs only postponed more effective decisions.
Additionally. some human resource experts argue furloughs hurt
a company's long-term prospects because they risk losing top performers. Top performers. those who can advance even in a down
economy,feel less secure in their jobs and end up picking up a lot
of slack during furloughs. They go into job search mode. How
opportune they have some time off during the work week to schedule job interviews.
But from a purely fiscal perspective, consider our state government. Furloughs-did nothing for the year-to-year sustainability of
programs and services funded by the state.
Consider the judicial system. It's short millions of dollars and is
living hand to mouth.
Furloughs are a short-term solution for a short-term problem. The
fact that incomes have stalled or declined since 2008 for many workers is not a short-term problem and neither is the federal deficit.
Unpaid days off for federal employees this year won't make any
difference next year.
At Fort Knox,employees who are willing to take the pay cut and
work harder to maintain support of soldiers and their families are
not rare. Their commitment and esprit de corps are inspiring. But
those things shouldn't be leveraged by federal budget offices.
Then again, no one actually proposed implementing the furloughs
unleashed by automatic budget cuts. The plan was purposefully
bizarre with purposefully grave consequences so that anyone in
their right mind would work night and day to come up with a better plan.
It seems the American worker and American taxpayer lost that
game of chicken. Most probably didn't even know they were playing.
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Imes reports on legislative happenings
FRANKFORT — The Kentucky legislature wrapped up the
final full week of the 2013
regular session, as two controversial issues moved to the
forefront, putting an increased
strain on what many had hoped
would be a strong close in a
renewed spirit of bipartisanship. The issues of redistricting and licensing of commercial hemp production in the
Commonwealth moved forward
in committee action followed
by final approval of a House
redistricting plan approved
along primarily along partisan
lines, with one Democrat. Rep.
Mike Denham, voting with
Republicans in opposition to the
plan put forth by the Democrat leadership.
Kentucky Agriculture.Commissioner James Comer saw
light at the end of the tunnel
for approval of his plan to establish a licensure procedure for
commercial hemp operations
in the Commonwealth. Intense
public outcry led Rep. Tom
McKee, D-Harrison County. to
bring the bill to a vote in
committee. On Wednesday the
committee approved the plan

and advanced the bill to the had arbiIn House action the redisfull House with a recommen- trarily
tricting plan pitted II Repubdation for approval. House altered the
lican members against each
Speaker Greg Stumbo said he census data
other
in five districts and one
would not call the bill for a in
deterRepublican member was pitvote because there is a licen- mining the
ted against House Majority
sure fee provided for in the district
bill and any bill calling for boundaries.
Leader Rocky Atkins, a Demothe creation of fees must begin L eader
crat who lives in Cattlettsburg,
the approval process in the H oover
in Boyd County.
House.
argued the
The week ended without
Democrats
House
also methodoloKenny
confirmation
as to whether the
moved forward with their plan gy for alterImes
to complete the decennial redis- ing
the
Senate will act on the redistricting. The 300 page plan. data;
a
State
tricting plan and the House
first revealed to the State Gov- process Representative
not taking action on the hemp
ernment Committee on late used in as
measure.
Tuesday
was many as II
afternoon,
I welcome your comments
approved two hours later along other states had been approved
a straight party vote and was in open session by the full and concerns as we anticipate
brought to the, floor for a final legislature in those states before (
what is likely to be a Special
vote on Wednesday. Republi- the process of redrawing the Session to act on pension reform
can House members sought to maps began. He noted the data
and tax modernization. I can
slow the process down after manipulation process used in
12 incumbent Republican mem- the. development of the plan be reached through the tollbers found themselves pitted _has never been used in Ken- free message line in Frankfort
against a House colleague. tucky in the past and does not at 1-800-372-7181, or you can
while a . number of new seats match the population figures contact me via e-mail at
used in the reapportionment of bart.rowland@Irc.ky.gov.
were created.
You
House Republican Floor U.S. Congressional and Judican
keep
track
of
legislation
Leader Jeff Hoover. R- cial Districts in 2012.The deterJamestown, led the caucus in mination to alter the popula- for the 2013 session through
opposing the plan arguing tion data was unilaterally made the Kentucky Legislature Home
House majority party leaders by leaders of the majority party. Page at wwwirc.ky.gov.
t.

Humphries comments on General Asssembly session
FRANKFORT — The General Assembly is now recessed
for a ten-day veto period and
will return on March 25 for
the final two days of the 2013
Session. While consensus hasn't been reached on important
bills dealing with public pension reform, industrial hemp.
and military- Overseas absentee
voting, the Senate is hopeful
the • House will be open to
more discussion and negotiation on these unresolved issues.

On Tuesday, in the final
hours of the Session, the Senate and the House worked
together in a bipartisan conference committee, of which I
was a member, to reach a compromise on a proposed amendment to House Bill 1 relating
to the state's special taxing
districts.
These taxing entities, consisting of library boards, fire
districts.and water and sewer
districts, among others, serve

XT) LETTERS POLICY
V Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editor@murrayledger.com.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Emailed letters must have address and phone number.
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
V The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & limes staff.
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the Governor's signature.
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it will consider any vetoes the
submit a
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Governor might enact on any
report to their local fiscal court of the various bills that have
and hold a public hearing before passed so far, as well as put
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ing the rate of an existing tax, the important bills still being
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the fiscal courts. This bill
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A measure to protect the
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unanimously in both Cham- your input is invaluable, so
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2013Steve McReynolds Essay
Contest Winners

Theme: Respect
A Free Gift

Character Counts Pillars

Landon Fike
11th Grade, Calloway County High School
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Respect is a principle manifested by everyday actions from the
mihtary salute to the using of "Sir" and "Ma'am." Respect is an
emotion given to those we feel are deserving and taken from those
we feel are not. Respect is said to be earned, given only to those
who have demonstrated their worthiness. But is it? Is respect a
wage to be earned? Or is respect a gift people should receive merely for the sake of being human-free and unencumbered? John
Dale-chosen :to represent respect by Character Counts-was not
chosen because he offers respect only to those who have achieved
greatness or with whom he agrees; John Dale embodies respect
because he offers it freely to everyone in his life, showing no partiality to "great" or "talented" people. The respect John Dale shows
is an illustration of the idea in its purest form: offering admiration
and esteem to everyone who crosses his path.
What is profound about a man who would offer.respect to the
achievers, to the greatirand to the talented? There is nothing profound: anyone is capable of showing respect to people who have
achieved greatness. What is special about a man who would respect
someone who has the same beliefs? There is nothing special: it is
easy for people to respect other peoples' beliefs if those beliefs are
their own. if respect is held only for those of great merit or of similar beliefs, then respect is no different from fame or acceptance.
But respect is different. Respect gives people the feeling that they
matter or are important-something that everyone deserves to feel. It
is a quintessential emotion akin to love; respect is a sentiment that
should extend beyond the narrow borders that society has provided.
It has been my experience that people who excel at sports garner
most of Me respect in a school, and those who are not so athletically gifted are often starved of any portion of respect. Does someone
who can throw a ball deserve more respect than someone who cannot? In regard to the potential of human life, throwing a -ball is a
small thing. Nevertheless, society has deemed that the people who
are abundant in such skills are deserving of respect. The wealth of
respect seems to be distributed similarly to the wealth of money: a
small group controls the majority. The giving of respect to that
small "upper class" makes little difference; what is a little more
respect to someone who already controls a fortune? There is a difference, however, when some respect is given to those at the bottom-the starved. They feel as if they have acquired some importance and that they aren't so far away front the "upper class." The
starved have every right to feel equal; they are all creations of God.
After all, what difference does being able to throw a ball make
when compared to being carefully sculpted by the creator of the
Universe-God.
God. A being held so dearly in the hearts of millions is simultaneously capable of being at the heart of millions of peoples' disagreements. Religion is often the most important facet of peoples' lives;
consequently, people will go to great lengths to defend or protect
their views-even if they have to tear down the views of others. It
almost seems contradictory that John Dale, a man of great faith in
Christ, would respect peoples' beliefs even if they are contradictory to his own. The truth is that respect is universal. It does not
extend only to those of like mind, but to people of all beliefs. John
is certain in his beliefs, but he understands that being disrespectful
and hateful will not benefit anyone. It must be understood that-we
can admire people without agreeing with them and that disrespecting people will serve only to widen the chasm that separates them.
Respect is an ideal that unites instead of separating. The admiration that can be offered someone can lift their spirits and give them
a sense of belonging. As humans, we must understand that other
peoples' beliefs are personal; they have been erected throughout a
person's life and are as dear to that person as our own beliefs are to
us. It is with this spirit of unity that we must learn to respect the
beliefs of others-not because we agree, but because that is what
individuals deserve. If we could grasp this idea of universal respect,
then it might be possible to bring together the two sides of the
chasm: to unite people of all classes and beliefs in respect for one
another.
Nonetheless, it is the nature of society to be tiered. There will
always be people who are born into wealth and power, and there
will always be people born into adversity. Ironically, the cgpimon
factor is that people of all classes must at some point be born. It is
birth that unites us because .in that moment we are all equal. No
baby has achieved anything worthy of note, and no baby can be
classified as talented. It is this moment we must remember in order
to understand the concept of universal respect. We must carry forward the idea that we were all equal and, therefore, innately deserving of respect. We must ignore the "giftedness" and differences in
,belief, and we must offer freely the gift of respect. The respect
embodied by John Dale is this: respect,for all mankind.

I Trustworthiness
# Respect
# Responsibility
# Fairness
# Caring
# Citizenship
Respect is the Building Block
of a Successful Community
Morgan Moredock
8th Grade, Calloway County Middle School

Steve McReynolds

Respect is a Responsibility
Claire Thurmond
5th Grade, Southwest Elementary
"Respect for ourselves guides our morals, respect for others
guides our manners." was said by Laurence Sterne. Respect is one
of the most important pillars of character. You Aiould always have
respect for yourself and you will be respected. Show respect at
home and at school. Also, be respectful to the public and your enviro,nment. Everyone has a responsibility to show respect for yourself
and others in all aspects of life.
Having self respect means caring for yourself and acting in a way
that you know is right. Having respect for yourself shows great dignity and character. Also, one must have respect for the values that
make up who you are. If you don't have respect for yourself, then
you probably won't have a good time showing respect for anyone
else. Do you have self respect?
Always show respect at home and at school. At home you can
respect your parents while being mindful of all they do for you.
Also, you should respect your teachers.and other school authority,
while still obeying the school rules. Show respect to your peers and
friends by caring about their feelings and minding their privacy.
This will make your friends like and respect you more.
Be respectful to the public and your environment. You can do this
by being conscious of what you put in the environment. This will
help prevent pollution and make our environme t more healthy and
clean. This is also being respectful to the futurcfl1 your future.
Also, you should help people in need and volunteer your time to
others. Always follow the laws and rules of the land because then
our world will be more safe and would be a better place to live in.
Less people would get arrested and would not get in that much trouble as they do today.
In conclusion, respect starts with you. You should always let your
manners shine at home, at school, and in public. Have respect for
your environment'. It is important to always show the pillar of
respect in all kinds of different ways. All in 'all. you should show
respect by acting in a way that shows you care about yourself and
others'feelings.

Respect is a seven-letter word that, when put into action all
throughout the community, can change the world. What does this
seven-letter word mean to you'? When you hear it, do you think ofbeing quiet in class or simply holding the door open for someone at
the local grocery store? That's the wondrous thing about respect. It
knows no boundaries and can be used in multiple ways every dayr—
Without respect, we have nothing. Respect is to life as an atom is to
a cell; it's the building block of communication and functionality.
Respect can be shown in so many different ways. You can respect
by listening, putting the needs of others in front of your own,.and
talking only at appropriate times. I personally show respect to my
teachers by raising my hand in class,-not talking out, and acting in a
mature manner. You might follow the example seen in different cultures. They show respect in a variety of ways. For example, people
in China might bow to show respect to others. In America,pe might
show respect by shaking someone's hand and making eye contact
along with a friendly hello. When you show others respect, you
show them that you were raised properly and that you were taught
to be humble. Also, when you show others respect it increases your
'chances of becoming successful. For example, if you show your
high school teachers more respect, they're probably going to have a
better attitude toward you and when you need a recommendation for
college. Then they will have plenty of positive things to say about
you in the recommendation.
Respect is the key to a well-rounded community. Respectful citizens keep public areas clean, look out for other citizens in need, and
honor their local heroes. There are many organizations that give up
their time and hard earned money to help the less fortunate people
and animals of the community, such as Need Line, SPCA,and various consignment shops like Goodwill and Angel's Attic. Need Line
collects hundreds of food items to make sure the less fortunate people of Murray have food on the table for themselves and their children. SPCAprovides a temporary home forcimals that have been
rescued from unthinkable situations, rather it animal abuse or just
being left somewhere to take care of theni. Hundreds of people from
our community raise money for local children battling disease, such
as cancer. Citizens can even show respect to our community by
cleaning up trash when we see it. We can also honor local heroes
with the veteran's.memorial in Chestnut Park.
Also, self respect can change the way people view you. You can
show self respect by dressing apPropriately. carrying yourself with
confidence, and making good choices when it comes to choosing
friends. If you show respect to yourself, others are more likely to
respect you as well. Self respect will also make a direct impact on
your life. You respect yourself every time you complete a daunting
homework assignment, or make a good grade in that final exam, by
basically, setting up your future. If you never try to show selfrespect, you are more than likely not going to have a very prosperous future.
Respect for others, your community,and yourself are all key to the
success of the community. Respect can be shown in thousands of
ways and can be used in everything you do. Without respect, the
world wouldn't be able to function. I am thankful to live in a city
where people are generous and selfless. We have many organizations to help the community's less fortunate people and virtually
everyone has a smile at any given time. The crime rate is low
because people respect *others. Plus, people are well rounded citizens because they respect themselves. I am thankful to live in
Murray. Kentucky because here, character counts. Who knew that
the seven-letter word could make such a drastic impact on our lives,
our community, and even our world'?
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Thank You to each of you for
exemplifying the six pillars of

Character Counts!
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MSU staff take active part in Gulf South Summit
Special to the Ledger
ing website. Along with
Amongst a crowd of more Winchester, executive director
than 250. four Murray State of the office of regional outUniversity faculty and staff reach, and Revell, coordinator
made their presentations at the of service outreach, the team
2013 Gulf South Summit. The demonstrated the user-friendly
conference, hosted Feb. 27- online system that connects volMarch I. brought educators, unteers to the organizations they
advocates and practitioners want to assist. The system also
from - Kentucky, helps in the tracking of voluntogether
Indiana,
Carolina. teer hours and reporting of
North
Florida. Louisiana. Mississippi needs met for individuals as
and more. Sessions enlightened well as the organizations
- attendees to the benefits of serv- involved. With a live demonice learning in the college set- stration, students, faculty and
ting. outreach into K-12 systems staff from a range of universities
and how to engage universities learned about a system that
in projects with the highest could positively impact their
potential impact for the commu- own work in service learning.
Feldhaus, coordinator of
nity.
regional
outreach, conducted a
Keynote speakers. such as
Kentucky author and activist solo presentation on the
Silas House.empowered confer- K12CONNECT program that
ence goers to use art in their she coordinates with Dr. Randy
quest for deeper service learning Dunn, MSU president. The phiand civic engagement at their losophy behind the program
university and across their com- served as the focus of the presmunity. Included in the list of entation. With an audience that
presenters were MSU staff included one of the executive
members Gina Winchester. directors of the summit.
discussed
Jennifer Revell and Rebecca Feldhaus
Feldhaus and MSU faculty K 12CONNECT's goals to work
with schools in partnership for
member Aaron Dail.
the
largest impact rather than
Dail. adjunct professor at
Murray State and executive dictating to schools what's best
director of the United Way of for them. By asking the right
Murray-Calloway County. pre- questions, listening to the
sented
new answers and then acting on the
on
the
Get( onnected volunteer track- feedback. Feldhaus said the

The next Fort Donelson Civil War meeting
will be held Thursday, March 21,at 7 p.m.in
the Cumberland Room of the Stewart County
Visitors Center in Dover, Tenn. The speaker
will be Philip Seyfrit, Historic Properties
r
l
i4
director for Madison County. Meetings are
free and open to the public. For more information contact John Walsh at(931)801-5129.

4
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Blood drive set
Datebook
A blood drive to benefit

the MurrayJessica Morris, Calloway County Hospital blood bank will be
Community
held Wednesday. March 20, from 9 a.m. to 2
editor
p.m. at East Calloway Elementary, 1169
Pottertown Road, Murray. The public is invited to attend.
Photo provided
Rebecca Feldhaus, coordinator of regional outreach,
engages audience members in conversation surrounding her
presentation about the K12C NNECT program, titled "Ask.
Listen.Act."
potential for meaningful pro- I sions, we were able to showcase
gramming is endless.
the work of regional outreach
Winchester said attendance at and K12CONNECT and the
the 2013 Gulf South Summit impact it is having on students
was a benefit to all involved. •
in West Kentucky. We received
"The Gulf South Summit pro- positive feedback from the
vided an opportunity to network attendees and were able to
with educational professionals engage in discussions that lead
across the nation and share best to development of ideas for
practices on how we are prepar- future work."
ing our students to lead civicThe 2014 Gulf South Summit
minded lives," she said. "As will be held at Auburn
presenters for two breakout ses- University in Auburn, Ala.

of winners from the arts and
crafts, literature and performing
arts competition. All members
are encouraged to attend.

Hostesses will be Music and
Kappa departments. Kathy Jo
Stubblefield, second vice president will be the speaker.

Murray NAMI to meet Thursday at hospital
Special to the Ledger
The Murray NAMI (National
Alliance on Mental Illness)

Family Support Group will meet
Thursday, March 21, at 6:30
p.m. at the Educational Services

Offering Seven types of
Massage Therapy Services
*Therapeutic Massage

•

*Deep Tissue Massage

All designed to
suit your budget
AND
AP busy schedule!

*Hot Stone Massage
*PreAlatal Massage
*Sports Massage

•

*
- Chair Massage
#

*HydroMassage

Ask about our MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM It's FREE to JOIN.

1710 C Hwy. 121 North
Murray. KY 42071

270.761.REST
theretreatolmurra‘

building of Murray-Calloway panic disorder, post-traumatic
County Hospital, on the comer stress disorder and borderline
of Eighth and Elm streets.
personality disorder. At each
The support group is for the support group meeting. a sharfamily and friends of someone ing and support time lets attendiagnosed with a mental illness dees be heard in a safe, confisuch as major depression, schiz- dential and welcoming environophrenia, bi-polar disorder, ment. For more information,call
obsessive-compulsive disorder, (270)748-6133.

.nnouncemen/
Kingston Isaiah Hudspeth
O'Shea and Brooke Hudspeth,
of Lexington, are the parents of
a
son, Kingston
Isaiah
Hudspeth, born Tuesday, Feb.
26, 2013, at 12:01 p.m. at
Central Baptist Hospital in
Lexington.
•
The baby weighed eight
pounds, eight ounces and measured 20.75 inches. A sister is
Laila Kenady Hudspeth and
brother is Danny O'Shea "Tripp"
Hudspeth III.
Grandparents are Regina and
Danny Hudspeth,of Murray and
Lee Ann and Tony Thomas, of
Elizabethtown. Great-grandparents are Orea Nelle Bumphis
and Florence Hudspeth and
Jimmie and Julia Workman.

Senior CSFP pick up food day Thursday
Senior Commodity Supplemental Food Program pick up food
day will be Thursday. March 21,from 10:30 a.m. to noon. For more
information call Need Line at 753-6333.

MMS committee to meet
The Murray Middle School Culture and Resources Committee
will meet Wednesday. March 20, at 3:30 p.m. in the media center.
All interested persons are invited to attend.

Antique automobile club to meet
The Twin Lakes Region, Antique Automobile Club of America,
will hold its monthly dinner meeting at Holmes Restaurant, Murray,
at 6 p.m. Thursday. March 21. For more information scan Terry at
753-1829.

DivorceCare meetings held Wednesdays
DivorceCare is a 4ipecial weekly seminar and support group for
people who are separated or divorced. DivorceCare For Kids is a
weekly support group for children ages 5-12 who needs help dealing with the separation or divorce of their parents. Meetings are at
Elm Grove Baptist Church,6483 St. Rt.94 East. beginning at 6 p.m.
every Wednesday. Call 293-2509 for more information.

Overeaters Anonymous to meet
Overeaters Anonymous,a 12-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway. Mayfield. For more information call Marcia at(270) 247-7414.

Home Department to meet
The Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday. March 21., at 11 a.m. at Cracker Barrel, Murray, for a
"Show and Tell, Clothing for Missions" program. The speaker will
be Louise Pool. Judy Stahler will lead devotion. Hostess will be
Jackie Helm. All members are encouraged to attend.

Single & Parenting seminar set
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Rebate day set for Wednesday
The "Buck Cancer- Relay for Life Team will hold a rebate day
Wednesday. March 20. at The Big Apple Café, Murray. The Big
Apple will donate a percentage of their sales for the day to the
American Cancer Society in honor of Mark "Buck" Buckingham.

Murray FRYSC council to meet
The Murray Family Resource Youth Service Center Advisory
Council will meet Wednesday. March 20, at 11:30 a.m. in the West
Conference Room at Murray Board of Education. All interested parties are welcome to attend.
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WOW lodges to meet

Kingston Isaiah Hudspeth

The Kirksey Woodmen of the World Lodge 170 and Hazel Lodge
138 will meet Tuesday. March 19, at 6 p.m. at the Woodmen lodge.
330 C.C. Lowry Dr. The lodges will provide a pasta .dinner and
drinks and members are asked to bring dessert. For more information call Marilynn Downey at (270)489-6251.

CCMS SBDM Council to meet
Calloway County Midde School-Based Decision-Making
Council will meet in regular session Wednesday, March 20, at 3:45
p.m. in the school's library/media center. The public'is invited to
attend.
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Mike & Jack Wood

We are proud to offer the
complete line of DISH
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Hopper Whole-Home HD
DVR.

403 Maple St(On the Court Square)
Murray, KY
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Single & Parenling, a help seminar and weekly group for single
parents, will be held at 6 p.m. Wednesday. March 20. at First Baptist
Church, Murray. The topic will be "Parenting Tools and Projects."
Child care is available, as well as activities for children and teens.
For more information call Cheryl at 293-4126.

An upcoming blood drive for the American Red Cross will be
held Wednesday. March 20, from 1-6 p.m. at Calloway County
Middle School. 2112 College Farm Road. To donate blood, call
1(800) 733-2767.
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DATEBOOK
Civil War meeting
to be held

MWC to host general meeting at clubhouse
Special to the Ledger
:Thursday. March 21.at 6 p.m. at
All departments of the Murray the clubhouse,
The program will be a Contest
Woman's Club will host the
spring
general
meeting Awards Night, with recognition
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SEUSSIN' IT UP: "Jumpin' Jack" from radio station Froggy 103.7 came to read to Sheila
Cooper's first grade class for the Dr. Seuss celebration. Pictured are Cooper's and Emily
McCuiston's first grade classes from Southwest Calloway Elementary.
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In front from left: Chellam Antony, Kyra Shutt, Garrett Herndon; pictured middle from left:
Lydia Herndon, Tommy Miles, Andrew Brown; pictured back from left: Joan Hayman(coach),
Hannah Greene, Bradley Dawson, Patrick Jones, Hayden Holcomb, Chris Merfeld (coach)

MMS Academic Team stakes
claim to the 'Overall Award'
Special to the Ledger
members are Chellam Antony,
,Murray
Middle School Andrew Brown, Kyra Shutt, and
Academic Team (fourth and Erica Yarali.
fifth grade students), recently
During the competition
claimed the "Overall Award" Murray Middle School Students
Trophy during the district meet received numerous top place
recognitions in the respective
at Southwest Elementary.
The MMS Quick Recall competition categories.
The categories and student
Team and the MMS Future
Problem Solving Team captured placement:
first place honors during the
Mathematics:
Bradley
meet. The MMS Quick Recall Dawson (first), Tommy Miles
Team members are as follows: (fourth), and Kyra Shutt (fifth)
Hayden Holcomb, Bradley
Social Studies: Hayden
Dawson, Chellam Antony, Holcomb (second). Andrew
Tommy Miles, Hannah Green, Brown (fourth), and Garrett
and Kyra Shutt. The MMS Herndon (fifth)
Future Problem Solving Team
Science: Bradley 'Dawson

(first), and Hayden Holcomb
(second)
Language Arts: Erica Yarali
(tie for first), and Hannah
Green (third)
Arts and Hananities: Mia
Todd (first), aria Erica Yarali
(third)
Composition: Hannah Green
(first), Mary Browder Howell
(second), and Chellam Antony
(third)
Hayman and Merfeld express
congratulations to these MMS
students. The district meet will
be held Saturday, March 23 at
North Elementary School.
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ALL SHOOK UP: Recently in Memphis, Tenn., WMHS TV 13 students took pictures in front
of Graceland. , Back row from left: Seth Carter, John Ramey, Jacob Clingermayer, Quinnen
Taylor and Dylan Holt. Second row from left: Chloe Farris, Chaney Curd, Jay Roth and Adam
Melton. Front row from left: Christina Duncan, Shelby Siress, Ashlee Edminster and Aileen
O'Brien

Need Line Back-Pack program looking to get underway
Special to the Ledger
In a push for student health,
Need Line of Murray is asking
for food items for the Need Line
Back-Pack Children's Food program.
Items including lunch size

brown paper bags, individual
size 100 percent juice boxes,
fruit cups or apple sauce cups,8
ounce size shelf stable milk,
individual serving size cereal
boxes, pop tarts, peanut butter
crackers or cheese crackers and
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cereal bars are just a few of the
foodstuffs appropriate for the
drive.
To help with the program call
753-6333. Donations can be
dropped off at Need Line, 638
S. 4th St.. Murray.

Sizes
Infant-I0 Girls
Infant-4T Boys
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ALL THE PRESIDENT'S MEN: Jayden Morris, left, and Caden Cain, right, third-grade students at Southwest Calloway Elementary, delivered their PowerPoint presentations for their
research project in Andy Davenport's reading class. The students dressed in costumes to
resemble President Teddy Roosevelt and President Abraham Lincoln.
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I WORKOUT: The research for a writing assignment to create a healthy lifestyle plan for sixth
grade Language Arts students at Calloway County Middle School included participating in
examples of various exercise regimens. In the foreground of the photo, teacher Jeanetta
McCallon leads students in warming up for Zumba Dance, Yoga, and Martial Arts exercise
videos. The final student writing projects will be presented as flyers or brochures. Amy
Williams, Jeanetta McCallon and Becky English are the teachers of 6th grade Language Arts
at Calloway County Middle School.
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REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

Call today for a 75-clay risk-free trial! 888.457.7158
84 Chad Wayne Drive
This 3 bedroom. 2 5 bathroom custom built home is
immaculate condition and has great curb appeal' This onelevel home boasts a luxurious master suite, open floor plan
spacious office, crown molding, eat-in kitchen with custo
cabinets and granite counter tops, formal dining room. tra
ceilings, covered porch and custom concrete patio, genera,
tor back-up, and much more' This home has so much to
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060
Help Wanted

Murray Pi LLC., mailing address 616 North 12th
Street, Murray, KY 42071, Hereby declares intentions to apply for a Restaurant Liquor by the Drink
and Retail Beer licenses no later than March 15th,
2013. The business to be licensed will be located at
616 North 12th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071,
doing business as Nick's Family Sports Pub. The
owners are as follows: The owners are as follows:
Owner, Becky Lagore of 1 Hickory Lane. Metropolis,
IL 62960, Any person, association, corporation, or
body politic may protest the granting of the licenses
by writing the Dept of Alcoholic Beverage Control,
1003 Twilight Tr, Frankfort, KY 40601, within 30
days of the date of this legal publication

Public Sale
Premier Mini Storage will offer for public sale
the following abandoned storage units on
March 23rd at 8:00 AM. Located behind
Tractor's Supply.
644 N. 12th St. Murray. 753-9600

Graphic Design
The Murray Ledger & Times has an
immediate opening for a full time
graphic designer.
Responsibilities include ad design, photo
manipulation and building special publications
Applicants must possess an eye for design,
demonstrated abilities in graphic arts, and an
understanding of newspaper and magazine
page layout. Proficiency with Macintosh
computer platform. Adobe Creative Suite and/or
Quark Express is required. Previous experience
in print media or a degree in graphic arts is a
plus. Designers must be able to work in a fast
paced, deadline-driven environment.
Please submit
resume and design portfolio to
The Murray Ledger & Times, 1001
Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071;

Notice
WEDDING
Photography
What we have caught
on film is captured forever...
It remembers the little
things, long after we're
gone...
Blythe's Photography
731-644-0316
WONDERING what to
do with your fax
refund'? Schedule a tile
or hardwood installaAdams
with
tion
Flooring before May
15th and receive 10%
off installation prices'
Call Terry at 270-2934493 today! Licensed
and Insured Like us on
Facebookl

or e-mail: ads@murrayledger.com.
060
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Help Wanted

Al2, D07, E34,302, 434

020
Notice

GET THIS IX!
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Lynn Grove
Self Storage
270-519-0143

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Cliff & Laura Key

A PLACE CALLED

II_

erne
Compassionate Caregivers Needed
Put your past caregiving expenence to work
Caring individuals needed to help seniors in
Murray area
Requirements:
•1 year Healthcare or related field experience
*Consistent work history with work references
•No criminal background
*Reliable transportation
•GED or HS Diploma
Call 1-270-753-5990
For more information or email
price@apchomecare.com

Tri-State International Trucks
of Murray is now accepting
applications for a full-time
Business Office Position
This career opportunity will have
responsibilities including, but not limited to,
accounts payable. accounts receivable, cash
reconciliation and customer service.
Experience is beneficial but not required.
Compensation will be based on qualifications. Tri-State offers insurance package.
401(k), and paid vacations & holidays.
Apply in person or send resume to:
100 Max Hurt Dr., Murray, KY
Or Email: icrabtree@tristateinternational.net
Or fax to 270-753-5773
Call 270-753-1372 for more information

6 Temporary Farm Workers Needed.
Employer: Millers & Sons Tobacco, LLC Mayfield, KY.
Perform all duties of Tobacco, Straw/Hay, Row
Crop, & Greenhouse/Nursery Production;
including seeding. planting, cultivating, irrigating, harvesting, storing, & packaging; and other
alternative work, Employment Dates:
- 05/01/2013 - 12/0172013. $9.80/hr. Piece
Rate may be offered. Worker guaranteed 3/4
of contract hours. Tools provided at no cost.
Free housing provided to non-commuting workers. Transportation & subsistence reimbursed
when 50% of contract is met. Random drug
testing may be done after hire at the employer's expense. Contact the Kentucky
Department for Workforce Investment at 502782-3079 and reference job order KY0479230.

Attention RN's and LPN's
YOU can make a Difference
by putting your exceptional nursing
skills to work at our
80 bed Skilled Nursing Facility
Home-like Atmosphere
Person-Centered Care
Apply at
Manor House of Dover
537 Spring Street
Dover, TN 37058
or email resume to
23ADMN1@advocat-inc.com

Subscribe to the

Equal Opportunity Employer

LOVER &TIMES
Home Delivery
430.00
3 mo.
6
$105.00
1 yr.

Rest of KY/TN
Puryesr & flur faxen)

3
6 tao..--$90.00
1 yr.-.---.$120.00
Check

Local Mail
iCuikoti

3 mo.....-........$35.00
$63.00
6 mo.
1 yr.
All Other Mail
1
Subscriptiorn
.475.00
3'no.
6
1 yr. ---$145.00

Money Order

Visa

M/C

Name
St Address

Requirements: Both a minimum of 5 years work
experience in a management position and a
Bachelor's Degree or higher in business, human
resources or accounting. Previous retail or
medical experience preferred

Zip

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 758-1918
S.

Responsibilities: Direct or conduct supervising
of personnel, establish work schedules and
assignments, keep and maintain office records,
resolve customer complaints and answer customer questions, ensure policies and procedures
are successfully functioning. prepare and administer manage reports, monitor facilities, outreach
to community as well as all other duties as
assigned.

Send resume to:
PO Box 1040-N
Murray, Ky 42071

City

I State

Medical Office Manager
Local Health care provider seeks an office
manager for its Murray location:

Pittentlemt
Ask about our

Display ad specials
for all your advertising needs.
753-1 916

BUSY optometry prac
lice seeks energetic
medical assistant. Must
be positive, friendly,
and haVe exceptional
customer service skills.
No experience necessary, on job training
provided. P.O. Box
1040-N, Murray. KY
42071

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will by redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
FULL-TIME qualified
position
mechanic
open. Salary up to
$20/hr based on experience. Apply in person
at Futures Equipment
10840 Hwy 641 N.
Puryear, TN,
GIBSON Truck Lines
LLC is taking applications for team operations to run Northwest
route. Will consider
0/0 teams also. Call
270-767-0191 for application. Resumes can
be mailed to PO Box
1257 Murray, Ky 42071
or emailed to dispatch@gibsontrucklines.corn

Help Wanted

Articles
For Sale

PAPA Johns Pizza in
Murray is presently
seeking applications
for the position of
Manager.
General
Qualified
applicants
must have minimum of
3 years restaurant
e xperience.
Experience in pizza
preferred but not limited. Must have valid driver's license, proof of
inSurance, dependable
car, clean motor vehicle report and/or clean
check.
background
Papa John's Pizza
offers health, dental,
and vision insurance,
401(k), and paid vacamail
Please
tion.
resume to Sandra
Harris 1236 Bark Ridge
Circle. Hopkinsville, Ky
42240.

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
Acquired wonderful
collections,
great bargains.
Trends-N-Treasures
Sell us your coins:
270-753-4161
Dr. Fuhrman

S PORTABLE
Scoreboards is looking for a full time, day
shift employee for
scoreboard
assembly/packaging in
a teamwork based
environment
Assembly position may
fabricating
include
metal parts, installation
of: components, wiring
and digits, applying
graphics to finished
scoreboards or packaging panels for shipment. Use of small
hand tools are required
to assemble our product.
The successful candidate is self-motivated:
detail oriented and
takes pride in the quality of their work. Having
electronic skills is a
plus.

FOR Sale
6'x9' Tilt Trailer
Phone 270-293-5886
FOR Sale: Wii Game
System
4 controllers, gun, and
games. $400 Call
227-8721 after 5 p.m.
SUN Quest Pro 26 RS
(Wolff Sys) 7 Tanning
Bed, used in excellent
condition, 26 Velocity
bulbs (less than 20
hours used), 20 minute
timer. $1,100 OBO
Call 658-3139
TWIN, full solid pine
bunk bed with stair step
drawer system. In good
condition. Asking $500
767-1848

minAppliances

GIBSON Truck Lines
LLC is taking applications for a full-time well
diesel
qualified
mechanic. CDL is a
plus but not required.
Pay will be based on
work experience and
skill level. Saturday
work and some afterhours work required.
Call 270-767-0191 for
application. Resumes
can be mailed to PO
Box 1257 Murray, Ky
42071 or emailed to
dispatch @ gibsontrucklines.com

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109

State
KENTUCKY
Penitentiary- LPN 6pm7am. 3 nights per
weeks, every other
Primary
weekend.
duties to include medication administration,
and
assessment
response to emergencies. Please forward
to
resume
CorrectCare-Integrated
Health at hracorrectfax
or
care.com
(859)685-0901 EEO

Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694

I Buy Gun Collections
Call (731)225-7368
Top Prices Paid For

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
605[ South ]2th St

(270) 753-1713
Mobile Homes For Rent
NICE 16x80 2BR. 2BA,
all appliances furnished on private lot
close to town and
school. $475/mo. plus
deposit. Call 293-1761

305-D 121h Strc,
Murray KY

150
Mid's
For Sale
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set NEW in
plastic_ $195 270-2934121 Can deliver.

NEW apartment in
$550.00/mo.
Hazel.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211

Houses For Rent

2 BD 1 BA Dup All Aps
No Pets. 753-0259
3BR, 1BA, C/H/A. 6
Miles from Murray.
$400/mo
270-752-1178
3BR, IBA, gas fireplace, hardwood. tile,
C/H/A. one car garage.
$800/mo $800/dep.
323 Woodlawn
270-293-2544

-4BR house. Lease and
deposit required.
0270-753-4109
SEVERAL homes for
rent in various, locations. Coleman Real
Estate 270-753-9898
SMALL 2BR rental
house. 1 mile south of
city limits. 227-6431 or
293-6156

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283

cr

Equal opportunity

Furnished 1BR apt.
Satellite: Just remodeled. Call before 5pm
753-3474

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
IOXItEs & 10x15's
(270)436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Onside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

[

Nice 2BR duplex. With
garage. No pets.
227-7414
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Fnday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #711

3 Auto Shops
Clean up/body work
Newly painted
New heater
1 double bay/2 single
bays
978-1400
OFFICE or retail space
for rent. 1065 sf.
$1,000
a
month.
Located in a very nice
strip center.
380
Pal Swiss
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
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AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
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Call
Property.
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Murray Ledger 14 Times Fair
Housing Act Notice

All real estate advertised herein
s submt to the Federal Fair
Housing Ad, is Mch makes it
illegal to advertise any prefer-

ence, [initiation or diScnmination based on race, color,
sex. handicap,familial status or nabonal origin, or intcnhen to make any such preter-,
wces, limitation,or drscn mina- I
non.
Slate laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
itt real estate hased on factors in
addition to those :protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any.
advertising tor rear estate whidi
s not in violation ot the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwelling,advertised art,
available m an equal opportunity basis
for turther assistance with Fair
Hou,ing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene f' Milam, 17031648-1000.

Darr

Ter

96 Hond
753-213'

MIAL .0.101.16
0..0011,11,

MOT

Storage Rentals

Commerical Prop. For Rent
121

UNFURNISHED 1BR
apartment near campus. Non smoking. no
pets. 270-753-5980

BORDER Collie puppies, farm raised
227-7424

Farms For Sale

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1 BR from $345
2BR from $375

AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies
270-335-3943
270-994-3915

430
W/D
1.5B,
3BR,
hookups, shop. South
Murray. 270-753-0259

Corner of 121 s. & Glendale..

S Gold ti Silver S
LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
today.
appointment
270-753-2905..

3BR, 1BA. $600/month
978-1400

NICE 2BR trailer for
S port able
rent. No pets.
a
Scoreboards offers
753-9866
competitive wage and
comprehensive benefit
320
package.
Apartments For Rent
Advancement opportunities are offered to
1 OR 2br apts. near
individuals who share
Murray.
downtown
commitour positive
Lease and deposit
ment to meeting comrequired. 753-4109.
pany goals.
1BR, 1BA apartment
Email resumes to: for rent. All appliances
including W/D, dishmfg recruiting @scor
and
washer
eboardl.com or
microwave. Pet friendapply at: 106 Max Hurt
ly. Available April 2nd.
Dnve, Murray
$395/mo.
270-293-9493
270-978-6000
140
Want to Buy
1BR Apts starting at
$275/month. Various
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
Coleman
locations.
753-3633
Real Estate. 753-9898
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999

phce d
Pets & Supplies

275 acres +/- on
road.
Shoemaker
tendable.
60/acres
hunting.
Good
$3.000/per acre.
270-293-4889
460
Homes For Sale

1656 Ryan Ave. 2/3BR,
2BA updated, block
building, deck, private
to
backyard, walk
MSU. Price reduced to
$121,000 OBO
270-227-5184
3BR 2BA 1443sqf1.
Attached 2 car garage
.62ac corner lot
225 Washington Dr. off
Coles
Campground
Rd.
$147,000
270-227-2446/
270-293-8455

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.

SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
RECENTLY remodeled
3BR. 26A house with
detached garage and
barn
7+/acr.
on
between
Located
Murray and Mayfield on
Stevens Rd. Asking
$120K 270-978-2776
REDUCED by $18K.
4BR, 3BA, 2,675/sqh
with double carport.
Great location. City
schools. $147K
270-761-6150
Rustic newly built log
on
house
siding
approx. 2.5 wooded
scrod, 1.5m1. South of
Murray on Locust
Grove Rd. 3BR, 2BA.
open floorplan with
fireplace and gas
heat. 2169.900.
293-6456, 2934457
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SUDOKU
Concepts SudoKu

Directions: From Murray 94 W to Doron Rd to Johnson Blvd to So.
17th St to Audobon Dr.
Nice 3 Bedroom, 2 bath, living room, kitchen, dining room, office,
utility room, garage, outside storage building, central heat and air,
stove and refrigerator fire place and enclosed porch. Master bedroom features a master bath and walk-in closet. Real Estate
offered at 12 noon. Terms on Real Estate: 10% down of purchase
price day of auction with balance in 30 days. Any house built prior
to 1978 could contain lead base paint and a 10 day post inspection waiver will be a part of the purchase contract.
Personal Property: Table and 6 chairs, china cabinet, couch and
chair, swivel chair, full size bed, odd chest, stereo, several
records, 19' TV, 27" TV, kitchen stool, washer and dryer, upright
deep freeze, quilt box, pots and pans, glassware, dishes, linens,
books, cameras, wall plates, antique ash tray, electric fireplace,
Daisy Powerline 880 air gun, Daisy BB gun, patio set, glider, grill.
bird bath. TOOLS: Craftsman 2 cycle tiller. B&D edger, Sthil line
trimmer, 16ft ext ladder, 20 ft ext ladder, step ladder, Craftsman
1/3 hp ball bearing grinder, Delta 2 speed 16" scroll saw,
Craftsman 10" radial saw, Craftsman drill press, Craftsman 10"
table saw, 12" band saw sander, 4x36" belt/6" disc sander 1/3 hp,
B&D workmate, Craftsman all in one cutting tool, Hanson heavy
duty brush & buffer grinder, Miller 2000 paint spray set, Craftsman
wet/dry vac, Craftsman etcher, bolt cutters, furniture clamps, 1
ton come-along, 10 amp deep cycle battery charger, Shop Craft
sander, staple gun, shop tools, misc tools, much more.
Terms on personal property: Complete settlement day of
auction with cash or good check with proper ID.
Lunch available

Not responsible for accidents

For your auction needs contact:
Darrell Beane KY Auctioneer/Sales Associate
TN Auctioneer license # 2493
TN Firm # 5815. 270-435-4420
Terry D. Paschall KY Broker/Auctioneer
TN Auctioneer license # 6684
TN Firm # 5816. 270-767-9223
470
Motorcycles & ATV's

96 Honda Trike
753-2135

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461

Services Offered
1-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
Construction. New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair,
decks.753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Services Offered
436-5141 A-AFFORD
ABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

530
Services Offered

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
wwwhillelectric.com

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate.
270-226-5576

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, March 20, 2013:
This year you experience a division between your home life and
your personal life. One is not reflective of the other. This lack of
cohesion might be a result of giving and receiving mixed signals,
which could affect your relationships. If you are single, you might
want someone who is nurturing. Remain open to your different pox:
sibilities, and resist either/or thinking. If you are attached, the two of
you will need to work on being on the same page. After June. your
bond will grow. CANCER can be very open.
The Stars'Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so; I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Innate tension causes you to make demands in your unique
style. You will want to take charge if someone else isn't doing the job.
Your natural leadership characteristics emerge. You might not pick
up on the subtle innuendoes in a situation. Tonight: Celebrate spring.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You might be witness to a friend -- or a situation -- getting off
track. The severity of just how far off will be dependent on your
attempt to help those involved gain clarity. The problem will be fixed
when people are able to see the big picture. Tonight: Be clear in your
choices.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Your honesty takes you to a new level of understanding, and
others respond in kind. A family member might express his or her
thoughts in a harsh way. Don't take it personally. You know what you
want, and you know what others want. Tonight: Buy a favorite
dessert.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You go with the flow, despite encountering difficulties and dismayed people. The news you hear could be cluttered and not totally
accurate. Encourage others to brainstorm while you follow through
on a nonrelated -- but equally important -- issue. Tonight: Listen to a

N
4G it.1EIfETINEii;
you are a NEVVCCDMER
to Murray/Galloway Co.
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT (270) 227-5456
OR 759-9216
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our businesses and
professional people. It's their way of saying,"We are glad you
hayed moved to Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 yearst

84 6'

5,
2 •4

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
2

GARLANt
RENTAL

6
, 3
3
6 4 8

"If you've got it, we eats store it"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

6
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• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

McCU1STON

270-753-2905
Services Offered
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service 25
years experience Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576
ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE. Local, reliable.
and affordable. Free
estimates.
270-293-7220
Bailey's Lawncare &
Dirt Service
Owner: Steve Bailey.
J Establish New Lawns
-Rejuvenate Old Lawns
*Spring Lawn Clean-Up
-Taking New Accounts
for Mowing & Trimming
753-2452
293-3161

CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE
Freti estimatt
,
(. all Kevin at

East Side Small
Engine Repair
For all your parts,
service, sales and
repair needs.

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

R 0 OFING

Industrial/Commerclal/lesideadal
James C. Gallimere

270-293-1924

Call ;tiffany

2704934421

All the quality...
without all the mess

(270) 759-0890

Services Offered

Services Offered

Services Offered

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

K&B Lawn Service.
Mulching. Bnan Bean.
Free estimates.
436-5430 293-2849

Call 753-2925
East Valley Diesel
Repair
Servicing all your diesel
repair needs.
Ott£•. Off road equipment
24 hr service

767-1773
FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
•24 Hour
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270)474-0323

• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Hayman Lawn
Maintenance and
Landscaping
'Small Landscapes etc.
*Leaf Removal
*Slowing *Residential
-Edging •Commerciat
*Mulching *insured
*Pruning *Licensed
(270)9784591

TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured
(270) 489-2839

DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
Quality Service
270-293-8192
From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
We Do It All,
No Job To Small'
270-873-9916
Or visit our website
kentuckytake
remodeling.com
FREE ESTIMATES

Pr *petit

Free Estimates

WWW.OECI.LC.NET

FUTRELL'S

Free estimates &
references available.

,iI

Rep IOC.

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
All Yew Stele Needs
. Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Grovel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

FUTRELL'S Lawn Care
Business & Residential
Years of experience in
lawn care. Mowing.
mulching, shrub trimming. You name it in
the yard, we do it
Licensed and insurance. Do you want a
new price? Call for free
estimates.
270-339-6505

HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
Insured. Reliable.
& Dependable.
Free Estimates,
Free Stump Removal
Cell 270-293-4489
Home 270-437-3044

LAWN Mowing
Free Estimates
Colby: 270-227-9027

J.M. Lawn Service
Free Estimates
Satisfaction Guarantee
Call 270-994-1045

Outlanders Lawn Care
Quality At Its !lest
Conowereial/residaltial
Licensed and Insured

Greg Mansfield

C7ilfews
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown See**
I spend yOU,money of,f
state
keep 4 local"

12701 293-8480
-STUMP GRINDINGFor
Professional
Stump Removal Call
James at
270-978-9837

270-293-4020
Commercial
residential cleaning.

Hill Electric

By Dave Gwyn

1 5 7

9

:her assistance with Fair
g Advertising requirecontact NAA Counsel
f48-1000.

131
Farms For Sale

tun

We Offer:
• All Size Units
• 24f7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• We now have
80 Climate Control Units

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

Saturday March 23, 2013 10:00 A.M.
1702 Audobon, Murray KY 42071

Sudoku is a number -piactng puzzle mosso on a 9x9 gnd
several given numbers The obiect is to place the numbers I to
9 in the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number onty once The difficulty level
ol the Concepes Sudoku ocreases trom Monday to Sunday

Juni vil,h err it,

310,4I your

1MR
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YEARRY'S
Tree
Service.Licensed and
insured. 24/hour emergency assistance. Free
estimates. 436-2562,
227-0267

270-293-7119
PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-700
David 270-227-1106
Al Stanigies Hand Naried
SIMPLY Mowing
Cutting - Weed Eating
- Blowing
131 WEEKLY - WEEKLY
No Contracts
Free Estimates
Call/Text
270-227-1512

Miller
Construction
Concrete to
Crown Mold
Additions or
New Const.
270-705-8701
ML Garage Doors
Installation,
repair,
maintenance on doors
and operators
270-293-2357
MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
.1
1
• Lid/UO/7.
./11,://c he/is A:
iii////fooei%
•net I,s

siotwmon,
lit clis. it iS

111•11ti.d

(270)226-5444

SMALL BUSINESS
The Backbone Of America
Advertise with us for the best results!
ixl $75 per month
r

1x1.5 $85 per month
2x2 $300 per month
2x3 $350 per month

Call 753-1916

by Jacqueline Bigar
loved one.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
** You can do whatever you want. Listen to news with an open
mind. Your ability to understand Others will emerge, and it might
seem necessary to make a project run to completion. If possible,
tone down your strong personality right now. Tonight: Don't be so
hard on yourself_
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You like what is going on with a child or loved one. Deal with
others directly, and know full well the extent of a certain problem.
Your ability to honor a change will allow greater ebb and flow with a
partner. This person will appreciate your efforts. Tonight: Watch out
for spring fever.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Others haVe a lot to say, regardless of whether you are interested in hearing their opinions. Listen to someone who has a lot to
share, but do some questioning. Your schedule could become rather
hectic. Go with the flow rather than get aggravated. Tonight: Say
"yes" to an offer.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***-k Realize that you might be a little less adventuresome than
usual or perhaps even slightly negative. Examine your options, and
then decide which direction you want to head in. Know that an attitude change will open up more possibilities. Tonight: Let your mind
relax.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**it* Greet spring with a smile. You might wonder why others are
in such a tizzy. Understand that not everyone can enjoy life as you
do. Try to avoid having a tiff with a loved one in the near future by trying to see his or her side. Tonight: Get into the idea of spring fever.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You could be too concerned with a loved one. You also might
not be comfortable with the immediate results of a meeting. Get rid
of some of your stress and/or high energy by walking or jogging,
even if it means using your lunchtime to do it. Tonight: Chill out.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You see the beauty in the day, despite everything you need
to do. You might be tempted to verbally attack someone who tries to
rain on your parade. If you lose your composure, don't drive or use
mechanical equipment. Tonight: Hang out with some friends.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You could be difficult without intending to be that way. A haze
surrounds you and several situations. You might feel like a mouse
running on a wheel that is going nowhere. Stop, if this is the case.
Decide to get out of the house for a least a few hours. Tonight: Be
spontaneous.
BORN TODAY
Film director Spike Lee (1957), ice hockey player Bobby Orr (1948),
TV host Fred Rogers (1928)

Ask for
Natasha or Chelsea

MSU Horticulture Club
wins conference awards
Special to the Ledger
Six members of MSU's Horticulture Club recently competed for
judging awards at the Southern Region American Society of
Horticulture Sciences annual conference in Orlando, Ha.
The team won first place in vegetable judging and placed third in
fruit and nut crop judging, as well as winning the outstanding club
share award. Additionally, several students won individual judging
awards.
The Southern Region American Society of Horticulture Sciences
(SRASHS) is the regional division of the American Society for
Horticulture Science (ASHS), which is the national professional
organization for horticulture. The annual conference gives students
the opportunity to interact with students from other universities as
well as providing insight into future professional possibilities.
At the conference, students do group activities, visit local horticulture sites and compete in the judging competition. The categories
include team and individual — greenhouse floral and foliage plant
identification and judging, woody ornamental identification and
judging, vegetable crop judging, and fruit and nut crops judging.
Murray State's Horticulture Club became affiliated with SRASHS
n 2(XI5. Dr. Pat Williams is the club's adviser.
"We are always proud of our students who attend and compete in
the SRASHS conference,- Williams said. -They are another shining
example of getting an education versus a degree.This year, the team's coach was Matt Chadwick, MSU's arboretum
manager. The students began preparing for the competition last
semester. They had team meetings, visited nurseries, took plant
walks and practiced with power point slides for months leading up
to the conference.
The team consisted of Elizabethe Bloem, Brett Mitchell. Landon
Gibbs, Kaitlin Ziesmer, Caitlin Schnitker and Heather Braun. Bloem
placed second and Mitchell placed third individually in vegetable
judging. Gibbs placed second high individual overall among 38 students from universities such as Texas A&M, Oklahoma State
University, Mississippi State University and the University of
Arkansas. Additionally, Mitchell was elected as the SRASHS secretary for 2013.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
A column that Calloway County_ High School freshman Char
Robinson wrote was featured in
the February issue of Learning &
Leading with Technology magazine, which is circulated to teachers throughout the United States.
Navy Chief Petty Officer Alan
R. Thomson. son of Kenneth C.
Thomson. of Almo, is halfway
through a scheduled six-month
deployment to the Mediterranean
Sea and Arabian Gulf while
assigned to the guided missile
destroyer USS Donald Cook,home
ported in •Norfolk. Va.
In high school basketball, Calloway County Lady Lakers beat
Graves County 37-31 to claim the
First Region Girls' Championship
and will advance to Western Kentucky University next week to face
Jackson County.
A recent birth -reported at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
Feb. 7. includes a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Luke Rickman, of Murray.
Twenty years ago
Members of the Calloway County Magic are Derrik Edwards, Kyle
Tracy, Laramie Carson, Jeremy
Weber, Jesse Bazzell. Mike
Downey, Eric King, Chris Jones,
Donnovan Brelsford and Austin
Wyatt Coaches are Phillip Bazzell,
Keith Edwards and Joe Tracy.
Named as Miss Spring for 1993
was Sheri Tatlock.
James Lassiter. of Murray, has
successfully completed a 96-week
program in Electronics Engineering Technology at ITT Technical
Institute.
Pictured is Carol Julian and
Becky Reynolds performing a scene
from "The Odd Couple (Female
Version) at the Business After
Hours hosted by the Business
Council for the Arts at the Clara
Eagle Gallery.
Thirty years ago
Students presenting at a program at the general meeting of
the Murray Woman's Club were
Billy Phillips, student at Murray
High School; Miss Conner, student at Murray High School; and

Brenda Conley,reigning fair queen.
Elected as officers of the Murray Woman's Club for 1983-84
were Mrs. Boyd, president; Ann
Brooks, first vice; Bess Kerlick,
second vice; Evelyn Wallis. recording secretary; Dorothy McKenzie,
corresponding secretary; and Billie Hall, treasurer.
Angela Boyle, eighth grade, was
the overall school winner in the
Spelling Bee held at Calloway
Middle School. Other school winners were Johna Jones, seventh
grade; Natalie McDougal, eighth
grade; and Matthew Cohen, seventh grade.
D.Y. Dunn. 92, of Kirksey, was
selected by the chief of the United States Army Reserve as the
senior Reservist to participate in
the 75th anniversary celebration
of the Army Reserve program in
Washington, D.C.
Forty years ago
Sabrina Tucker. senior Calloway
County High School. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Tucker. has
been named as winner of 197273 Murray Civitan Club Essay Contest. Second place went to Janey
Kelso. Calloway senior, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Kelso.
A birth reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brooks Bowden. March 5.
Fifty years ago
New officers of Murray-Calloway
County Gray Ladies of Murray
Hospital are Mrs. Paul Lynn, Mrs.
John Barlow and Mrs. Rollie Kelley.
Mrs. J.B. Wilson, MUrray, president of WSCS of Paris District
of Methodist Church. presided at
the 23rd annual meeting held March
11.at First Methodist Church.Paris.
Tenn.
Sixty years ago
Officers for the North-South Cage
Classic, to be played in June at
Murray State College, include
James M. Lassiter. Roy Stewart
and George Hart.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. Lancaster.
March 11, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. O.C. Kimbro, March 12.

Sisters trying to get pregnant
may share the same problem
DEAR ABBY: I'm in my early
20s, happily married and financially secure. My husband and I
have been discussing having children. My problem is my sister
has been trying to start a family
for three years, to no avail because
she has infertility issues.
These issues run in our family, and there
is a 75 percent chance
that I will
have the same
problem.
Should I talk
to my sister
about my trying to get
pregnant, or
Dear Abby wait until I'm
pregnant and.
break
the
By Abigail
news to her
Van Buren
then? Since I
may have the same problem she's
having. I don't want to discuss
something with her that may never
happen. Any thoughts? -- DON'T
WANT TO HURT HER
DEAR DON'T WANT TO
HURT HER:. "Springing" news
that you are pregnant would be
more of a jolt to her than hearing that you're trying. I see no
reason to keep this a secret from
your sister. Because problems conceiving run in • your family, talk:
ing about it might be helpful to
both of you.
•••••

DEAR ABBY: After 20 years
of marriage. I am now again in
the dating world -- and wow, have
things ever changed! What happened to the days when men
would open doors, kiss your cheek,
or try to impress you by sending
flowers, complimenting you and
chasing you to go out with them?
Nowadays, the guys expect me
to impress them, call them first,
etc.
What are your thoughts on
this? I have been on numerous
dares, and out of all of them only
one man acted like an old-school

gentleman. Unfortunately, he was
only 30. I'm in my mid-40s.
I'm not super-rich, but I have
a stable job, good benefits and
two well-behaved boys. What's
wrong with me? -- NEW TO THE
DATING WORLD
DEAR NEW: Nothing is
"wrong" with you. In fact, if men
still chased you, complimented
you and didn't expect to drag you
to bed in the late '80s and early
'90s, -you were lucky! Old-fashioned romance started dying out
in the late 1960s and early '70s.
As women became more aggressive,* men became more passive.
If you like the way the 30year-old man treats you, please
don't let the age difference get
in the way. Grab him, because
his kind is now a rarity.
SOON

DEAR ABBY: On Feb. 5 you
referred to someone as a "controlling, slave-driving witch." A
lot of people in the Wiccan community, practitioners of Wicca, use
the term "witch" with positive
connotations. There are several
slur words that I heard growing
up that I would never dream of
using these days because of how
society has changed. Please help
to spread the word.
It took years of fighting the
system, but we are now recognized by the VA and included on
headstones with other religious
symbols.
And by the way, in our religion, the word "warlock" is an
insult that means "oath breaker."
"Witch" is a gender-neutral name.
-- PROUD MALE WITCH AND
VETERAN
DEAR
PROUD
MALE
WITCH AND VETERAN: I hope
that you and other members of
the Wiccan religion will forgive
my lapse. which was made out
of ignorance. I used the term
"witch" as a substitute for the
word I wanted to use because my
editors told me that referring to
a woman in that way is not acceptable in family newspapers

present-day Texas.
In 1863. the Confederate cruiser Georgianna, on its maiden voyage, was scuttled off Charleston.
S.C., to prevent it from falling
into Union hands.
In 1918, Congress approved
Daylight-Saving Time.
In 1931, Nevada Gov. Fred B.
Balzar signed a measure legalizing casino gambling.
In 1943, gangster Frank Nitti,
leader of Al Capone's Chicago
Outfit, shot himself to death in a
railroad yard.
In 1953. the Academy Awards

ceremony was televised for the
first time; "The Greatest Show on
Earth" was named best picture of
1952.
In 1965, the wreck of the Confederate cruiser Georgianna was
discovered by E. Lee Spence, 102
years to the day after it had been
scuttled.
Ten years ago: Tobacco farmer
Dwight Ware Watson, who claimed
to be carrying bombs in a tractor and trailer that he'd driven
into a pond on Washington's
National Mall. surrendered after
disrupting traffic for two days.
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SOFT
HANDS
Dear
Heloise:
• rubbed lotion
on my hands
before putting
on disposable
gloves
to
by
my
clean
Heloise
kitchen and
wash dishel,.
The hot water 'conditioned' my
hands while 1 worked. Taking the
gloves off. I enjoyed a neat kitchen
and soft hands! — Kathy McGovern. Lewes, Del.
FLORAL VASES
Dear Heloise: 1 read the hint
about returning vases to the florist
— excellent idea. When I give a
bouquet. I use a vase that I got
with a floral gift.
I put in flowers without water,
so all the hostess has to do is
add water, and the flowers are on
display. — Kathryn in Warren.
NJ.
EASY ID
Dear Heloise: I have a black
sport utility vehicle that looks like
a lot of other vehicles. To find it
in a parking lot, I have attached
a large sunflower to the antenna
that sticks out from the back of
the hatch. It's easy to spot. —

DEAR DOCTOR K: I have
a friend with epilepsy. Can you
explain what happens in her brain'?
DEAR READER: Epilepsy is
a condition that causes repeated
seizures, but sometimes seizures
are not caused by epilepsy. It's
not uncommon, for example, for
very young children to have
seizures when
they get a
fever.
high
Called febrile
seizures, they
usually occur
once or a few
times and go
away forever.
Seizures
are caused by
Dr. Komaroff sudden, brief
changes in the
By
brain's electriDr. Anthony
cal activity.
Komaroff
brains
Our
have hundreds of billions of cells.
The ones that do the work -the ones that help us to think,
remember, see, hear, smell, feel
and cause us to move -- talk to
each other through electrical and
chemical signals.
What happens in the brain
when someone has a seizure is
an electrical firestorm. Brain cells
fire uncontrollably at up to four
times their normaT rate.
There are two main types of
seizures. A generalized seizure
involves the entire brain. A partial seizure affects only part of
the brain -- but it can turn into
a generalized seizure.
The brain's electrical activity
can be seen on an electroencephalogram (EEG). Metal electrodes attached to the outside of
the head detect the brain's electrical activity and draw the patterns of that activity -- patterns
commonly called brain waves.
(I've put an example of a normal EEG, along with what an
EEG looks like during a generalized and partial seizure, on my
website, AskDoctorK.com.)

i

Seizures temporarily affect the
way a person behaves, moves:
thinks or feels. The kind of seizure
that you see most Often -- on
TV or in movies -- is a generalized, grand ma) seizure. It's
very dramatic: A person loses
consciousness, falls to the ground
and temporarily stops breathing.
All body muscles tense up at
once for a few seconds; the head
and shoulders bend backward.
Then, just as suddenly, the arms
and legs start jerking and sometimes the face starts twitching.
After a few minutes, the person
wakes up. However, he or she
can be confused and "out of it"
for several hours thereafter.
But seizures can be more subtle. A person may just stare blankly
and blink their eyes. Nothing is
getting through; you can't reach
them. Or a person may suddenly begin to do strange things,
such as emptying the contents of
a dresser drawer onto the floor.
Or a person may suddenly have
uncontrollable jerking of one side
of the face, an arm or a leg,
along with a brief loss of awareness of the world. After a seizure,
a person has no memory of the
episode.
For most people, seizures can
be controlled with medication. If
you are with your friend when
she has a seizure, call the doe.tor. A seizure that lasts more
than 20 minutes is a medical
emergency.
What causes seizures in the
first place? We know, for example. that brain scars, tumors or
infections can cause seizures. But
how they cause the electrical
firestorm remains uncertain.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor, Boston, MA
02115.)

Laura Franklin in Houston
The longtime Heloise hint is
to do something similar using a
bright-colored tennis ball. Funny
story: When this was first printed in the 1960s, within a few
days you could not walk out of
a grocery store without at least
every other vehicle having a tennis ball on its antenna. — Heloise
SMALL TOILETRIES
MAKE A BIG GIFT
Dear Readers:Readers write all
the time about what to do with
the SMALL TOILETRIES that accumulate when traveling. One hotel
stay can yield shampoo, conditioner, mouthwash, small packaged
soaps, hand lotion, a package or
two of coffee, sweeteners and even
notepads and pens.
There is a wonderful organization that will be so happy to
have the unused, unopened complimentary items. They will be
boxed up and sent to our troops
overseas. Operation: Care and
Comfort collects lots of different
items for troops, but one of them
is the toiletries. This is a perfect
way to pass on these needed items
to our troops, especially those
overseas.Askfamily,friends, neighbors, co-workers and others to
save the toiletries for this heartwarming and helpful project. In

no time at all, you will have a
box full of items ready to go!
They also accept new greeting
cards (any occasion) and stickers.
Send the donated items to: Operation: Care and Comfort, 2392
Walden Square. San Jose. CA
95124. If you have more questions, you can visit the website
at www.occ-usa.org. or call 408373-8635. Please cut this out and
put it on your refrigerator or post
it at work, and take the time to
send some items to a soldier!
Heloise
TV/CABLE-BOX HOOKUP
Dear Heloise: We recently
moved, and being tech-challenged.
I decided to use my cellphone to
take a picture of my TV/cablebox hookups before disconnecting
and packing up. It made setting
everything up in a new location
a breeze! — A Reader, via email
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax it to I210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the, best hints received
in my column.
(c)2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Bring into existence
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Like jail windows
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Impetus supplier
Teakettle output
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Electrical firestorm occurs
during epileptic seizure

Hints From Holoiso

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. March 19,
the 78th day of 2013. There are
287 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 19, 2003, President
George W. Bush ordered the start
of war against Iraq. (Because of
the time difference, it was early
March 20 in Iraq.)
On this date:
In 1687, French explorer ReneRobert Cavelier, Sieur de La Salle
— the first European to navigate
the length of the Mississippi River
— was murdered by mutineers in
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MURRAY STATE BASEBALL

MURRAY STATE SOFTBALL

Racers hit
the road
MSU SOFTBALL
TAKES TO THE
ROAD FOR A
7-GAME
FROM MSU ATHLETICS
On Tuesday, the Murray
State softball team will open up
a seven-game road trip that will
span six days, three states and
1.386 miles. The Racers will
open up the,trip on Tuesday
evening
sixth-ranked
at
by
Tennessee,
followed
Chattanooga on Wednesday
and East Tennessee State on
Thursday. The trip will wrap
up later this week with a pair of
OVC
doubleheaders
on
Saturday and Sunday at
Tennessee
Tech
and
Jacksonville State, respectively.
On Saturday, the Racers
opened their OVC campaign
with a doubleheader split
against Southeast Missouri.
Sunday's series finale with the
Redhawks- was canceled due to
rain.
In game one, Murray State
jumped out to an early 3-0 lead
in the first inning, thanks in
part to a home run from Ellyn
the
However.
Troup.
Redhawks rallied and scored
nine straight runs to take the
opening game of the series. 93. Southeast Missouri's Alexis
Anderson went 4-for-4 in the
game with two runs, three
RBIs, a double and a home

run.
In game two, it was all
Racers. MSU scored two runs
in the first, two in the second,
one in the fifth and capped it
off with a three-run sixth
inning that featured back-toback home runs from Alexa
Becker and Casey Castile.
Becker and Castile, along with
Shelbey Miller, accounted for
six of the Racers' 10 total hits
in the contest.
Tuesday will be the second
meeting with the Lady Vols and
will also mark the second
straight season that the two
teams have met. Last year,
Tennessee topped MSU,8-0 in
five innings as part of the
Tennessee
Classic
in
Knoxville.
The Lady Vols are currently
23-6 on the year and are 3-3 in
the SEC. Tennessee is coming
off of a 1-2 series loss to No. 3
Florida last weekend in which
every game went eight
innings. In the series finale,
Lauren Gibson went yard for
the Lady Vols, but Florida's
Lauren Haeger came up with
two home runt of her own and
picked up the win in the circle.
Gibson currently leads UT
with a .425 average, while
Raven Chavanne follows closely behind at .402. The Renfrne
sisters, Ivy and Ellen, currently
lead the Lady Vol pitching staff
at 9-3 and 8-1, respectively.
Ellen currently has 94 strikeouts and a 1.32 ERA while Ivy
al See RACERS,.12A

4BREDS FIRST
BASEMEN'S HOT
START EARNS HIM
OVC AWARD
FROM MSU ATHLETICS
Murray State senior first
baseman Mike Kozlowski was
named the adidas Ohio Valley
Conference Hitter of the Week
after collecting nine extra-base
hits and hitting for the cycle in
leading the Breds to a 4-1
week.
Over five games, Kozlowski
went 12-for-21 (.571) with six
doubles, one triple, one home
run, II RBIs and six runs
scored. He began his week by
going 4-for-5 with three doubles and three RBIs in the 7-1
victor over Northern Illinois.
After going I-for-2 with an
RBI in the series-opening victory against UT Martin,
opened
the
Kozlowski
Saturday doubleheader by hitting for the cycle in the 15-13
victory. He went 4-for-6 with
three RBIs and four runs
scored, and completed the
cycle by hitting a triple off the
COURTESY OF MSU SPORTS INFORMATION top of the fence in right center
Murray State's Mike Kozlowski earned the adidas Ohio Valley Conference Hitter of the to plate the game-winning run.
Week award after leading the 'Breds to a 4-1 record last week. Kozlowski had nine extra He became the first MSU playbase hits and batted .571 over the stretch. He also hit for the cycle Saturday against UT- er to hit for the cycle since
•See 'BREDS, 12A
Martin, plating the winning run with a triple off the right center wall.

NCAA D-1 MEN'S BASKETBALL

Cardinals, not Wildcats, No.1
Kentucky, the overall No. 1
seed last year, begab its run to an
eighth national championship on
Louisville's homecourt, the KFC
YUM!Center. But, of course, the
Cardinals were also in the tournament, heading to a surpriSing
Final Four appearance of their
own and a showdown with the
GARY GRAVES
Wildcats.
AP Sports Writer
Kentucky fans aren't as openLEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
It's the worst nightmare for Big minded when it comes to
Blue Nation. Kentucky isn't in the Louisville, which is why there
NCAA tournament and rival probably won't be much — if any
Kentticicy.blue at-Rupp Arena
Louisville not only is the favorite
to win the whole thing, it gets to Thursday when Louisville plays
start on the Wildcats' home court. the winner of the North Carolina
Rupp Arena has never been so A&T-Liberty game.
"There's something wrong
red.
seeing all those red shirts in
with
1
No.
overall
the
is
Louisville
seed in the NCAAs, while the Rupp Arena," said Wildcats fan
best Kentucky could do was top Walt Ruggles of Lawrenceburg.
The Wildcats open the tournaseed in the NIT, an award that
on the road against Robert
ment
goes to the team considered the
at the 3,000-seat Charles
Morris
nation.
69th best in the
Center in Moon
Sewall
L.
No one saw this coining
Township, Pa., Calipari's homebefore the season began.
town near Pittsburgh. For the fans
The Cardinals and the
who do make the trip, in the back
Wildcats were ranked 2-3 in the
of their minds they'll know that
preseason poll and fans expected
the more spacious confines of
a season-long battle for suprema- 22,(XX)-seat Rupp Arena will be
cy. While Louisville (29-5) has getting ready to host second- and
held up its end, the Wildcats(21- third-round NCAA games —
11) didn't live up to expectations. with that school about 75 miles
For Kentucky, the tables have down 1-64 as the home team.
completely turned in the last year,
With suspect guard play.
and in the cruelest of ways. injuries and a lack of veteran
Coach John Calipari said the
Wildcats hit "rock bottom" by not
•See BASKETBALL, 12A
making the NCAA tournament.

THE CARDINALS
SET TO OPEN
MARCH MADNESS
AT RUPP ARENA
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Murray State's Leslie Bridges stands ready to make a play
during a game last week. The Racers are 7-12 and 1-1 in
OVC play this season. They begin a seven game road trip
starting today against No. 6 Tennessee. They end the trip
games against Tennessee Tech and Jacksonville State.

AP Photo/Frank Franklin II
Louisville's Peyton Siva celebrates while holding the
most valuable payer trophy after beating Syracuse for
the Big East Conference men's tournament title.

TENNESSEE TITANS

Titans release Hasselbeck, sign Fitzpatrick

Alex SIIU/Daily News
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picture
have
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Green,
Bowling
Tennessee Titans quarterback Matt Hasselbeck.

TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)—
The Tennessee Titans have
switched backup quarterbacks
all in the span of a few hours,
going from veteran Matt
Hasselbeck to Ryan Fitzpatrick.
A person familiar with the
deal told The Associated Press
on Monday night that the Titans
have agreed to a two-year deal
with Fitzpatrick, the former
Buffalo Bills quarterback.
The person spoke on condition of anonymity because the
deal has not been announced by
Tennessee officials, who met
with Fitzpatrick at the NFL
meetings in Phoenix.
The move comes hours after

Hasselbeck, 37, was released
Monday because of his $5.5 million contract and a $7.5 million
salary cap hit. Fitzpatrick, 30,
was released the day free agency
opened, a day before the team
was due to pay him a $3 million
bonus.
The Bills made the decision
to cut Fitzpatrick after failing to
get the quarterback to restructure the five years left on the sixyear, $59 million contract he
signed in October 2011.
Fitzpatrick spent four seasons in Buffalo, and most of the
past three as the Bills starter..
Fitzpatrick has proven to be a
more than capable backup during his eight-year career. That's
exactly what the Titans now

need for Locker, who will be
going into his third season with
former Buffalo guard Andy
Levitre, signed last week, helping protect him.
Hasselbeck spent the past
two seasons with Tennessee,
leading the Titans to a 9-7 record
and just missing the playoffs on
a tiebreaker in 2011 in coach
Mike Munchak's debut season
coming off the NFL lockout.
Hasselbeck threw for 3,571
yards, the fourth-best passing
season in the team's history and
the third highest of his career.
Even after Locker became
the starter. Hasselbeck still started five straight games after
Locker hurt his left shoulder and
played in eight overall. He threw

for 1,367 yards with seven
touchdowns.
The I4-year veteran has
34,517 yards passing for his
career with 201 touchdowns.
Due to count $7.5 million
against the salary cap made him
too pricey to keep for a team still
needing help on the defensive
line and at linebacker.
General manager Ruston
Webster thanked Hasselbeck for
the past two years.
"He was an important part of
the transition process," Webster
said. "He was a pro at every
turn, and he provided an example to the rest of the team. I
know that we are a better team
for his being here and we wish
him the best."
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tournament
All Times EDT
NIT First Round
Tuesday
Niagara (19-13) at Maryland (22-12) 7
pm
St Johns (16-15) at Saint Joseph's
(18-13) 7 p m
Louisiana Tech (26-6) at Florida State
(18-15) 7 15 p m
Kentucky (21-111 at Robert Morris (2310), 730 pm
Northeastern (20-12) at Alabama (2112). 9 p m
Norfolk State (21-11) at Virginia (21-11)
9p m
Ohio (24-9) at Denver (21-9) 9 15 pm
Washington (18-15) at BYU (21-11).
9 30 p m
Stephen F Austin (27-4) at Stanford
(18-14) 11 p m
Wednesday
Indiana State i18-14) at Iowa (21-12), 7
pm
Charlotte (21-11) at Providence (17-14).
7,15 pm
Stony Brook (24-7) at Massachusetts
(21-11) 715pm

Mercer (23-11) at Tennessee (20-12) 8
pm
Long Beach State (19-13) at Baylor
(18-14) 9 pm
Charleston Southern (19-12) at
Southern Mississippi (25-9), 9 15 pm
Detroit (20-12) at Arizona State (21-12),
lOpm

FROM MSU ATHLETICS
R4111 kept the Murray State
women's golf team from playing
much of the first round of- the
Bobby Nichols Intercollegiate
being played at the Sevierville
Golf Club in Sevierville, Tenn.
In today's first round, some of
the women's teams in the 36 hole
event were only able to complete
between nine and 12 holes before
heavy rain force the round to be
suspended. The
late Monday
called for the wo lens and men's
teams to come back and continue
the round at 7 a.m. central time
and go immediately into the final
18 holes and finish the tournament. The men's portion to the
TrU event has been reduced to
36 holes from 54.
The Racers and the rest of the
women's teams are playing the
Highlands Course to a distance of
5,802 yards and to a par of 71.
The event is being held in
honor of the late Bobby Nichols
who first coached the TTU men's
golf program in the late 1970's
and started the TTU women's
program in 1986. Bobby Nichols,
who died in 2008 from cancer at
the age of 66, is in both the TTU
and Ohio Valley Conference Hall
of Fame.

Second Round
Thursday, March 21-Monday, March
25
Kentucky-Robert Moms winner vs
Charlotte-Providence winner, TBA
Detroit-Arizona State winner vs Long
Beach State-Baylor winner, TBA
Charleston Southern-Southern
Mississippi winner vs Louisiana Tech
Flonda State winner, TBA
Washington-BYU winner vs MercerTennessee winner, TBA
Northeastern-Alabama winner vs
Stephen F Austin-Stanford winner TBA
Ohio-Denver winner vs NiagaraMaryland winner TBA
Norfolk State-Virginia winner vs St
Johns-Saint Joseph's winner, TBA
Indiana State-Iowa winner vs Stony
Brook-Massachusetts winner, TBA

MURRAY HIGH TENNIS

Murray Sweeps Ballard
STAFF REPORT
The Murray High Tigers swept
Ballard Memorial Monday at
Murray High.
The Tiger boys team won 4-3
while the Lady Tigers won 3-0
over the Lady Bombers.
Timo Maranno was an 8-2
winner at No. I. Jacob
Clingermayer was an 8-1 Winner
at No. 2, Eric Wann was an 8-3
winner at No.4 and Joel
Ferguson was an 8-2 Winner at
No. 5. Prashant Chakredhar

dropped an 8-4 contest at No. 3.
In doubles action,
Clingermayer and Ferguson
dropped an 8-4 contest, Prashant
Chakredhar and Brandon Reedd
fell to 8-4.
In girls play, Brett Watson was
an 8-0 winner at No. I while
Emily Kinsey was an 8-0 victory at No. 2. They joined together
to also sweep the doubles match.
Murray visits Heath today.

MSU TENNIS

Racers drop
OVC match

MURRAY STATE MEN'S GOLF

men's golf team
places eighth in Orlando
MSU

FROM MSU ATHLETICS
The Murray State men's golf
team came home with an eighth
place finish at the Mission Inn
Spring Spectacular in Orlando,
Fla., played at Mission Inn
Resort on the Las Colinas Golf
Course.
Leading the way for the
Racers were seniors Hunter York
and Patrick Newcomb who
placed 1 1 th and 23rd. Newcomb
had rounds of 72-74-73=219,
while York carded scores of 7471-78=223. MSU's Tyler Brown
finished 60 in the field of 116
players with scores of 77-77-,
79=233, while Preston French
had scores of 80-75-79=234 to
get a spot in 64th place. Duncan
McCormick placed 77th with
scores of 79-76-82=237.
The Racers had scores of 302296-309=907 for eighth place to
finish ahead ofTowson(916)and

Hartford (917) and just behind
Florida Atlantic and Appalachian
State who tied for sixth place at
895.
The top-5 was made up by
winner Indiana (869) who had a
two-shot win over Purdue and
Virginia Tech (871). Georgia
State (875) was fourth and Old
Dominican (887) was fifth. The
rest of the 18-team event was
made up by llth place Marquette
(918), Morehead State (929),
Connecticut (929), Western
Blinois(931), Stetson (932), host
George Mason (934), Northern
Blinois(935)and Rutgers (958).

FROM MSU ATHLETICS
The Racer women's tennis
team dropped an OVC match on
Sunday to Eastern Kentucky at
the Kenlake Tennis Center. MSU
fell 4-1 in the match.
Megan Blue picked up the
lone win for the Racers in the
match. Blue won at number three
singles over Melina Poffo. Set
scores went 7-5 and 6-2.
Ashley Canty dropped her
match at number one singles, 6-3,
6-3. Carla Suga was downed at
number two 6-4 and 6-2, while
Erin Patton felLat number four 75, 6-3 and Suzaan Stoltz lost at
number six 6-3, 6-0. Carolyn
Huerth's match at number five
singles went unfinished.
The Racers (4-6, 1-1 OVC)
will return to action on
Wednesday as they travel to UT
Chattanooga for a non-conference tilt beginning at 2 p.m.
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II Racers...
From Page 11A
has fanned 69 batters and
sports an ERA of 1.50.
Both
Wednesday
and
Thursday's games will be firsts
for Murray State, as it has
never
either
played
Chattanooga
East
Or
Tennessee. While they have
not played this week's opponents, the Racers do have alltime winning records against
both the Southern Conference
and the Atlantic Sun at 3-2 and
5-3, respectively.
Chattanooga is currently 1514 on the year and 1-2 in the
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Southern Conference. The
SOCCER WEEKEND: Collier Crouch of The Revolution
Mocs lost thier SoCon opening
U-8 boys team of the Murray-Calloway County Soccer
series this past weekend at
Association (right) tries to drive the ball past a defendFurman, two games to one.
er from the Pumas Futbol Club of Paducah Saturday
The Paladins won games one
during a match in the annual MCCSA/West Kentucky
and three of the series, 4-0 and
Revolution Tournament at the Bee Creek soccer com9-1 (5), while the Mocs took
plex. MCCSA President Steve Wilhelm said the tournagame two, 6-1.
ment attracted about 40 teams with a total of about
2,500 participants, including players and family memSara Poteat currently boasts
bers, for the two-day event.
a team-high .369 batting average for Chattanooga, while
Kasey Tydingco, Sarah Beth
Roberts and Alyssa Taylor lead From Page 11A
goes on. Maybe reali; hits.
the team with 15 RBIs each. In leadership, a trip to the NIT isn't a When you hit rock bottom, you
the circle, Rachel Albritton total shocker for the young Cats. either want to change or you are
Calipari apologized to fans for delusional. We will see if we have
leads her team with a 2.38
delusional guys or they underERA, while Taylor Deason has his team's disappointing play.
Although the Wildcats would stand."
the most wins, at 10, and the
The outlook is obviously more
play a second-round game at
most strikeouts, at 94.
for Louisville fans headupbeat
Rupp, he tweeted Monday that it
East Tennessee is currently would be understandable to see ing to Lexington.
The Cardinals have been a Top
7-15 on the season and 0-6 in what happens Tuesday night
the Atlantic Sun. The Bucs' before buying tickets for later 10 team for all but a few weeks
this season, and their 10-game
losing stroke moved to nine NIT games.
Calipari says the Wildcats winning streak, including three en
this past weekend after they
have another chance to show route to their second straight Big
were swept at home by A-Sun what they're made of.
East tournament championship,
rival Jacksonville. The final
"We've got time to work with earned the top seed and the
game on
Saturday
and our guys," he said. "Keep coach- reward of playing the first two
Sunday's game were especially ing them and maybe the light games close to home.
heartbreaking as the Bucs lost
each game by just one run.
Jackie Baird is the current
batting average leader for
ETSU at .385, while Casey
Livellnks
The hottest glace to meet
Homer leads the team in RBIs
' the coolest people
with 18. Katie Wolff currently
leads the Bucs' pitching staff
with a 2.68 ERA, while
Samantha Harrell leads in wins
Try J
and strikeouts with four and 35,
www ilvoiinks corn
respectively.
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From Page 11 A
Colton Moore against Saint
Louis on March 12. 2010.
Kozlowski closed out the
doubleheader by going 3-for-4
with a pair of doubles, two
RBIs and two runs scored.
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At Lourdes, we believe that quality
is as important as convenience
when it comes to heart care.
Board-certified interventional
cardiologist Ralph Milsaps, M.D..
of Mercy Cardiology-Murray, is
located in the heart of town, and
offers in-office care for cardiac
stress testing, echocardiograms,
holter monitoring and more.
Plus, as part of the Lourdes
network Dr. Milsaps works
directly with the hospital's
cardiac team to ensure patients
have access to cardiac MRI
and CT, angioplasty and stent
placement, cardiac surgery
and a 24-hour Accredited Chest
Pain Center.

To schedule an appointment with Dr. Milsaps,

please call 1-855-490-4707.
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Event Date: March 22nd
H STREET I MURRAY,KY 42071
Maximum $250 discount allow... Rain Cilecks will apply.
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